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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
Dea Moines river here stood within
three feet of the flood stage at noon
today, and still was rising. The water
had broken over the banks in th
southeastern section and inundated
the lowlands.

FLOOD CONDITION
BAD IN MANY

THE GOVERNMENT

I

SATURDAY,

MARCH 30, 1912.

i

SEEKS TO END

Senate
Washington, March
Not in session; meets Monday noon.
Former Governor Bates of Massa- chusefte, and others ,bfore pubHc
health committee opposed bill creating department of health.
House; Met at noon.
Began debate on wool tariff revi30.

Flood Five Miles Wide

STATES

WAR

:

Vote

for Hoskins for
Mayor of Las
Vegas

CITY EDITION.

that the operators were agreeable to
a
TO further conference.
Operators here today were unable
to say whether the miners would sub-mi- t
a new proposition or not. It was
suggested that the first conference
might take the form of a general discussion of conditions in the anthracite
region and that as a result of that
discussion the mlneres would draft a
new get of demands.
CONFERENCE
OF COAL MINERS
The settlement of the difficulties In NATIONAL CONVENTION OF Q. O.
AND OPERATORS CALLED
the bituminous region, it was said.
P. MAY
BE 8CENE OF
will strengthen the position of the
FOR APRIL 10.
"MUCH STRIFE.
hard coal miners In case of a strike
as they would receive financial supBETTER
FEELING
PREVAILS port from the soft coal men who 112 ARE DECLARED DOUBTFUL
would be at work.

SUSPENSION IS

TODAY IN CONGRESS.
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ROOSEVELT

WILL

BE OF SHORT

CONTEST MANY

DURATION

SEATS

Waterloo, Nebraska, Mafch 30.
Five feet of water in the main streets
here and the use of boats to remove
DEATH
ONE
HAS
RESULTED people living in endangered houses MADERO EXPECTS TO SEND A
are today features of the flooded
STRONG ARMY AGAIN8T THE
THE
FROM
OVERFLOWING
bottoms. This town is neary
Platte
REBELS IN THE NORTH
OF BIG RIVERS
five miles from the valley of the ri- sion bill.
er proper but is in the lowlands and
Profesesor J. S. Grasty, iron ore exPROPERTY DAMAGE IMMENSE hae been reached by the spreading I NSURRECTOSOUTOF SUPPLIES
pert, testified regarding Tennessee
floods.
Coal and Iron company'3 properties
THEY before steel committee.
WITHOUT
AMMUNITION)
SENATOR
IT IS CONFIDENTLY
MANY CITIES ARE PARTIALLY
DIXON CONCEDE8 TO
EXPECTED
Boats in the Streets
Better Feeling Prevaila.
ARE EXPECTED TO BE EASI30.OTHERS
AND
March
TAFT
emSUBMERGED
37 VOTE8 IN
SERIOUS
TROUBLE
ONLY
on
to
Norfolk. Nebraska,
bill
WILL
submitted
Report
The
Wilkesbarre, Pa., March
LY DEFEATED
Boata sill are being used in the busi
ARE IN FEAR
power interstate commerce commis
BIG
GATHERING.
BE AVERTED.
of President
Baer of the
ness streets here today. The Nor
sion to make a physical valuation of
i
Reading company in consenting to
folk river has fallen four inches
railroads.
another conference with miners has
RECEI VECONFLICTING REPORTS
EIGHT
Two 'hundred
since
yearsday.
Steel trust Investigating commit- BITUMINOUS MEN TO ASSIST created a much better feeling In min 94 CLAIMED UNINSTRUCTED
STATESJMATENED
have been driven from their
tee discussed ending of its inquiry
ing and business circles. The general
home. The Norfolk News press room TORREON 13 REPORTED TO HAVE but
NEB.owing to desire to have J. Pier-pon- t IF HARD COALERS GET OUT OF impression now is that at the next THE COLONEL'S
MISSISSIPPI, KENTUCKY,
SUPPORTERS
still under water and no paper has
Morgan testify, elose may be
FALLEN
AND ALSO
TO BE
meeting an agreement will be reachHOLD
WORK
RASKA. SOUTH DAKOTA AND
CAN
THEY
IN
CONFERENCE
DEPEND
been issued for two days.
delayed.
ed satisfactory to both sides and that
8TRONGLY DEFENDED
ON SUPPORT.
WASHINGTON.
OTHERS ARE FLOODED
the suspension ajrdered by President
South Dakota Soaked
of the miners' union will be
White
Yantetown. S. D Msirch 30. SetSeriouB flood conditions were reWashington, March 30. The Mad-erWashington, March 30. The seats
Philadelphia, March 30 As a re- of short duration.
In the Norlands along the
government is preparing for a RAILROADS CHARGE
of 112 of the delegates to the repub
sult of telegrams exchanged today
ported from portions of Mississippi, tlers
river between here and Yermil- - formidable campaign against the rebllcan national convention so far chosbetween George F. Baer, representing
Kentucky. Nebraska, South Dakota,
Many Miners Quit.
S. I)., have been warned
to els in Mexico according to a teleHon
wn
nnrt
Ilinois
in
,
.!;.,.. "
the operators and John P. White and
lUUKtuai
Shamokin, Pa, March 30 Not en will be contested, according to
streams move to daces of safety. The toe gram received here today by one of
u.. O,kro
v wtrora
other officials of the mine workers' waiting for the United iine Workers' Senator Dixon today at Roosevelt
wun
i.
,wkp unit nthcr
ON
INCOME
DEBTS
in the river has gone out north of its representatives from Juan Azcona,
have overflowed their banks, floodln
here.
union, a conference will be held here leaders suspension order to go into headquarters
Though Taft
The
but still Is solid to the south private secretary to Madero.
here,
their
lowlands, driving people from
274 delegates
claimed
managers
that
April 10 to discuss the demands for effect next Monday,
miners
many
homes and in some instances doing and this frreatlv Increases the danger message reads:
had
been
Instructed
and
better
for
higher
wages
him, Senawhile
D
N
numbers
work
A
MS
O
A
working quit
today,
large
'We are now sending new forces REPRESENTATIVE
conditions. The following is the text entered the mines and took their tor Dixon credits him with only 36
damage.
IN
TALKS
FAVOR
OF
to the north and you can expect a'
Many Farms Flooded.
In Nebraska, the Platte and Norof a telegram received by Mr. Baer: tools home. Since the
CAL VALUATIONS
suspension or- and gives 62 to Roosevelt and lists
March 30. A
victory soon. The rebels are'
folk rivers were on a rampage and Freemont, Neb.,
received.
Conference
was
"Mesesage
der
Issued
the
strike
sentiment 94 as unins true ted.
in the river sent the water almost out of ammunition."
fX Waterloo and Norfolk, where the change
us.
to
Wire
time and has grown much stronger.
The contests Include the election
Washington, March 30. "The an- agreeable
inunTorreon has surrendered
without
Amain streets were under water, boats through North Fremont today
of 10 delegates In Indiana, where the
and place satisfactory to us to convene
has
grown
up,
omaly
gradually
below
A
unconto
an
50
residences.
gorge
resistance,
according
were uaed ito transport the residents dating
Roosevelt managers will attack the
FAVOR RESUMING WORK.
across firmed pres report which reached the unconsciously, that public carriers are same at any time dnuring week comwith their household goods to higher Ames has thrown the river
30. Returns which validity of the. state convention beApril 8.'
March
mencing
Income
to
to
an
London,
be
allowed
charge
flow
is
Mexico
American
at
and
Pacific
tracks
City,
embassy
the Union
ground.
It was signed by John P. White, have come in today from the scatter- cause a contested county delegation
on what they owe as well as on what
The Mississippi river at St. Louis lug through Rawhide CTeek bottom and was telegraphed to Washington.
T. Dempsey, Thomas Kennedy ed coal districts of Great Britain show Was allowed to vote on its own eligiJohn
in
the
else
own,
and
ithey
nobody
was
This
offset, however, by
report
lacked only one foot of reaching the flooding hundreds of farms.
and
John
we
whom
are
with
Fahy. The answer of Mr. that large majorities of the miners bility. The 20 delegates selected last
acquainted,
a message from the consulate at Nue- - world,
condanger mark of 30 feet and it
to the office of the desire to resume work. The results week In Mississippi are claimed outBaer
addressed
is
said
that
allowed
Repvo
privilege,"
Laredo, declaring the federals are
Big Dyke Breaks.
tinued to rise rapidly.
mine
raid:
workers
Adamson
of
thus far in Monmouthshire are five right by both Roosevelt and Taft
resentative
Georgia,
Intend
ice
30.
An
where
Torreon,
fortifying
they
Hammond, Ind., March
The Missouri river in South Dakota
10
at 12 to one in favor of returning. Hun- managers. They are not included in
chairman of the house commerce
"Wednesday,
April
to make a strong stand.
in
the
assuma
forced
has
today
states
gap
big
gorge
and other northern
Reading Terminal, dreds more went back in Warwick- the list of contested delegates -- n the
"American Ambassador Wilson will committee, today in submitting his o'clock noon,
ed threatening proportions and some Grant Williams dyke on the Kankaenactment
Philadelphia, will suit us for meeting shire today and it is expected there Roosevelt statement, the Roosevelt
confer with Minister of Foreign Af- report recommending the
places people are preparing to move. kee rim and a torrent of waterwill be a general resumption on Mon- managers maintaining they carried
today to see wtv.' tan of a bill empowering the interstate If convenient to you."
Kansas City toe Missouri rose 14 swept through, Inundating the coun- fairs Calero
.
e
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commission
to
ma'
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to
the
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the regular convention and have the
day.
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Sen
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of
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which
I'll'
by
publication
a
stopped
a
will
reach
there
said
for
Settlement.
loas
financial
The
er.
local
Tirvr
m
Hope
forecaster,
the
" said Actto
h
was
ference
held
the
out
Mr.
in
what
Adamson
Washington
government
yesterday
points
New
Marcn
was no danger of floods at that point quarter of a million dollars.
fact
BANDIT
HHOOTS
AUTO
of State Huntington believes to be the absurdity of the
of Roosevelt supporters from
Secretary
ing
day
the
in
fell
rain
more
antnraclte
unless much
that another meeUng of
Wilson today. Ambassador
Wilson system of fixing railroad rates on a
Virginia. It Is undemood that the
immediately future. Only one death
operators and the committee of minSheboygan Under Water.
Inwill
not
ask
contests
were discussed.
affairs
minister
basis
which
the
only
foreign
contemplates
the
of
30
The
ers is to be held has given rise to
DRIVERS WITH RIFLE
has been reported as a result
Sheboygan, Wis., March
butt bonded liability.
the
to
the
of
vested
governpolicy
explain
capital
it?
overflowed
river
floods.
that a settlement of wage and
Sheboygan
ment in the suppression of newspa- He says an Income was allowed cn hopes
banks here today and several factorother questions wljl be amicably
Talks In Chicago.
pers. The censorship of the press is a railroad's claim to Its Investment, reached and
Kentucky Town Submerged
that the suspension of TWO MEN KILLED IN ATTEMPTies, have closed down because their
to
the
allowances
and
state
watered
actual
and
reported
department
March 30. "Throughout
Chicago,
ED HOLDUP ON OREGON
Louisville, Ky., March 30. Columcoal region that
as benig very severe and this, coupled made likewise on such fixed charges work In the hard
my stay in Illinois I have met both
CITY ROAD.
bus is under four feet of water,
on April 1 will be of
commences
(Continued on Pnge Four).
with the fact that various telegraph as the burden of doing business and
members of the old republican organihouses are floating about, in the
lnies have been cut, makes it difficult Interest on bonds, whether the secur- short duration.
zation and young republicans like
No
30.
March
streets and all the inhabitants have
Ore.,
Portland,
in
An adjustment of difficuulties
the
to obtain or transmit news.
P. IS
ities are sold at par or not. Count- new in politics, took zo
fled to high ground. The property OLD TOWN G. 0.
coal region was indicated in a trace has been found by posses early those who,
hard
(tinuing, the report says:
a part In the last mayorThe
is
Mississippi
conspicuous
of
shot
and
great.
bandit
the
who
damage
a today
General Campa Marches
"Full information, full publicity as statement by a representative of
for decent governHOLDING CONVENTION
campaign
levee at Hickman held throughout the
alty
wounded
and
Hastings
George
fatally
who
gave
Jimenez, Mex., March 30. General to the true conditions of the iss'jan e leading railroad operator
risare
Roosevelt on his
said
waters
Colonel
swollen
the
but
ment,"
Donald M. Stewart, late last night in
night
Campa and a column of 800 men be- of stocks and bonds, the cost to the the Information that the operators an
on
here
his way to Dearrival
today
to
hold
automobile
the
ing gradually, and it is feared the CONTEST IN FIRST WARD DEinup
attempt
t.he march to Parral today, pro- holder, the price realized by the car- were willing to grant a small
gan
levee's
of
the
troit.
strength
in which they were riding. Both men
snapping point
LAYED THE SEATING OF
ceeding on foot in order better to re- rier, the disposition of the money, the crease In wages. This declaration in died
will be reached today.
"The political activity of great num.
after the shooting.
shortly
soon
the
followed
New
was
York
by
DELEGATES.
will
pel and surprise attack, which might facts as to the manipulations,
All night long gangs of men piled
owner
of men who hitherto have beer
who
bers
Bruce
of
the
car,
Stewart,
eome from the federal general, Pan-eh- shed light on the question of correct- despatch of a telegram to President
hundreds of sandbags behind the lesatisfied
was
the
and
merely to vote shows ho
wheel,
Lupton,
Irving
at
Las
town
of
the
of
Baer
of
the
Reading company
Villa, who is supposed to be at ing rates by the commission and their
Republicans
vee and built up the great bank while
fourth occupant of the machine, profoundly stirred the country is by
the
from
this
Cleveland
Genlate
were
Tlie
signed
still
for
inforor
near
search
the
Philadelphia
courts
Parra.
the
and
engaged
revision by
Vegas
guards armed with rifles patrolled the afternoon in
ere slightly wounded by the rob- the issues involved in this campaign.
selecting a ticket for eral Trucy Aubert, who sems te mation of all these things will help signed by the three anthracite dislevee to prevent some of the towns
bullets.
ber's
"The action of the house of the
another
The
contrict
election.
town
understandhave made good his retreat,
regarding
presidents
the approaching
the people to ai correct
people from cutting the levee in the
The highwayman stepped out as the delegates in Maryland in preparing to
President
Baer
conference.
this
replied
old
tinued
without
town
result.
thereof.
gathered
republicans
ing
lower part of town in order to avert
machine came down a hill toward pass preference primaries shows that
morning in convention in the court
the 'flooding of the upper part-On- e
on the Oregon City road. Stew- the republican members are responhim
was
named
Romero
house. Secundino
art
Ignored his order to stop and the sive to the progressive spirit of the
as temporary chairman and 'Chester
Life Lost
robber
opened fire with a rifle as the country. I am glad that the primary
secwas selected temporary
Si. Louis, Mo., March 30 With the Hunker
car passed him. He fired four shots bill has passed the I"Inols legislathat
fact
the
of
account
On
29 retary.
Mississippi river here marking
and every bullet took effect.
ture. Members of the right kind are
were present
feet early this morning and rising ra- contesting delegations
because they sympathize
was
responsive
necessary
from the First ward it
pidly, it was expected that the danSTREET DUEL IN KANSAS.
and the othera are rewith
the
spirit
on
credentials.
a
to
committee
appoint
FOR YEARS THE CONSTANT CRY IN THIS CITY HAS KEEN FOR A BUSINESS ADMINISTRAger mark, 30 feet, would be reached
30.
a
March
In
Kas.,
Atchison,
because
to
It
they have to
sponsive
Each ward was permitted to name
during the day. The first death due
TION; FOR AN ADMINISTRATION THAT WILL SPEND THE TAXPAYERS' MONEY TO THE BEST
G. he.
street
duel
here
between
today
comthis
to
act
upon
to the high water was reported from three delegates
ADVANTAGE.
W. Robinson and William Edson, a
was as follows: Suzam
"The news that we have carried the
Hickman, Kentucky, last nigh. A mittee, which
AN
SUCH
VOTE
HAVE
OPPORTUNITY
TO
FOR
NEXT
AN
ALL
ON
TUESDAY
WILL
CITIZENS
negro, the white man was killed and Portland district in Maine shows
R
William
Fidel
Ortiz.
Montoya,
her
skiff
in
a
woman standing
dropped
DANIEL T. HOSKINS IS ONE CANDIDATE FOR MAYOR, ROBERT J. TAUPERT IS
ADMINISTRATION.
Edson was mortally wounded. The
Pablo Ortiz, Fethat In one of the most typical and
balby into the water while it was be- Stapp, Felipe lopez,
OTHER.
THE
men
had been enemies and when they
Serafin
Baca
Pablo
Guerin,
as
representative New England states
Vigil
lipe
ing handed to her by her husband
met today Robinson drew a pistol .nd
ASSOCIATED
LONG
BEEN
MR. HOSKINS IS A QUIET, UNASSUMING
GENTLEMAN WHO HAS
Baca.
Seferino
republicanism is carrying
and
to
from
progressive
flee
were
preparing
they
Shot Edson. Two negro friends of
WITH THE BUSINESS INTERESTS OF THE TOWN. HE HAS HELPED EVERY MOVEMENT AND FI 'It
of
the
the
the
day."
apKintment
Following
their flooded home.
THERED EVERY IDEA THAT WOULD BUILD UP LAS VEGAS. HE REALIZES FULLY, AND HIS ACTS the wounded man grappled with Robcommittee the convention adjourned
Cochems, who as a delegate
Harry
BEST
OWN
ARE
OF
INTERESTS.
THAT THE BEST INTERESTS
THE TOWN
HIS
inson and threw him to the ground.
until this afternoon. It was expected SHOW IT,
Waterloo Is Relieved
to the republican national convention
Edson then rose and shot RobinCITIZENS "MOSS BACKS"
PERSONAL ATTACKS ON MEN DO NO GOOD. CALLING LEADING
In 1908 nominated Senator LaFollette,
Waterloo, la., March 30. Slight re- that the contest would be decided durMR
son
to death.
MR.
OR
IN
ONLY
WHETHER
GOOD.
NO
HOSKINS
CAMPAIGN
IS
ILL
THE
DO
ISSUE
THIS
lief from flood danger was shown ing the afternoon session and permaconferred with Colonel Roosevelt dur-taMAKE THE BETTER MAYOR OF THIS CITY.
here today when the Cedar river fell nent organization would be effected. TAUPERT WILL
his stay in Milwaukee. On his
"NO RACE" DECLARED.
ATTEMPTS ARE BEING MADE TO RAISE OTHER ISSUES OF A PERSONAL KIND. SOME INDIVacross Michigan Colonel Roosefour inches. Water still was flowing The convention, it is thought, will not
trip
Putney, Eng., March 30. The an- velt Is to make short speeches from
IDUALS ARE ATTEMPTING TO FIGHT OUT PERSONAL GRIEVANCES OF ONE KIND OR ANOTHER.
into basements in the business sec- complete its nominations until tonual eight-oarerowing contest be- the train at several places.
ULTERIOR MOTIVES IN CONNECTION WITH THE LAS VEGAS LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY HAVE
tion, and two plants were obliged night.
tween
crews
LEADING
AND
THE
ONE
MOST
VEGAS
AGAINST
LAS
OF
KEEN CHARGED
RESPECTED CITIZENS OF
representing the Oxford
to shut down. In the residence secand
A
J.
M.CUNNINGHAM.
DR.
TO
HAVE
BRIDE
MEXICO
SUCH
OPPONLENGTHS
AS
THESE
universities, which
THE
NEW
Cambridge
PURCHASED
HE
AND
OF
ttheir
to
leave
tion people were forced
t Putney
this morning
started
ENTS OF MR. HOSKINS GONE IN THEIR ATTEMPT TO ELECT MR. TAUPERT.
Salt Lake City, Utah, March 30
homes during the night, and on sev
TAFT IS DENOUNCED.
no
after
race
was
D.
declared
Samuel
Lee,
after
hours
Two
bridge,
WE HAVE BUT ONE WORD TO SAY IN ANSWER TO SUCH UNCALLED FOR PERSONAL ATTACKS
era! streets boats are being used
Colo., March 30. The
Trinidad,
both shells had become waterlogged.
aged 60 years, had taken a second AND if IS THIS:
was condemned
administration
Taft
Oxford
and
the
21
of
found
The
he
presidents
wife, a girl of
years,
Cedar Rapids Threatened
MR. HOSKINS AND MR. TAUPERT HAVE BEEN NOMINATED FOR THE OFFICE OF MAYOR OF
and
administration
state
the
and
Cambridge boat clubs have decided
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, March 30. A that he again was a single man and THE CITY OF LAS VEGAS. FOR TWENTY YEARS MR. HOSKINS HAS BEEN PROMINENTLY IDENTIconin
Colorado's
representatives
race
rowed
be
shall
that the
again
rise of five feet in the Cedar river also much poorer, for the girl disapFIED WITH THE PEOPLE AND THE BUSINESS OF LAS VEGAS. AS FAR AS ABILITY IS CONCERNgress were commended by the conMonday, April 1.
in 24 hours threatens serious flood peared taking with her deeds to ED, WE HAVE NO CITIZENS WHO ARE ABLER THAN MR. HOSKINS.
vention of democrats of Las Animas
damage to the wholesale and factory valuable pieces of property which
IF ELECTED, MR. HOSKINS WILL TAKE CARE OF THE INTERESTS OF THE TAX PAYERS AS
SURROUNDED.
ALLEN
SIDNA
county, which today elected 31 deleto
their
her
had
Lee
noon
the
given
just prior
district here today. At
CAREFULLY AND SUCCESSFULLY AS HE TAKES CARE OF THE FUNDS OF THOSE WHO
DEPOSIT
Aldna
March
Hilfeville,
gates to the state national delegate
a
Va,
secured
The
Inches
couple
ten
three
marriage.
stood
feet
at
gauge
MONEY IN HIS BANK. HE IS
A BUSINESS MAN AND WHAT WE WANT IS A BUSIand
Allen
leader
of
to be held at Colorado
the
convention
clan,
len,
noon
at
yesterday,
Reports from up the river indicate marriage license
NESS ADMINISTRATION.
Wesley Edwards, hie nephew, th Springs April 29. The delegates were
at 2 o'clock Lee deeded his property
a rise of four feet more.
HE 8TARTS HE WILL FINISH.
MOREOVER, WHATEVER
A. C. McOhesney Is
two fugitive courthouse assassins, are not Instructed.
to the girl and they were married a
on
to
surrounded
IN
4
ONLY
be
HOSKINS
for national
believed
THE
THIS
MAYOR
candidate
CAMPAIGN
MAKE
THE
WHO
the
BETTER
WILL
the
Sugai
o'clock
At
IS,
later.
few
county's
minutes
ISSUE,
Des Moines River Raging
.Ixwif mouutaln.
OR TAUPERT?
delegate.
Dee Moines,
la., March 3- 0- The bride could not be found.
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EASTER HOSIERY
Of course you want new hosiery
to complete your Easter Costume
and silk hose is Vhat you should
have. We have a splendid quality
and
pure silk hose in white, black

tan.

35c and 30c.

An Important Economy Event, Providing Extra Special Prices on Just
the Fresh, New and Beatiful Wearthings and Dress Accessories Needed

for Easter Wean
I rills and
Somehow or other lhat word always bring up thoughts of lovely new raiment, of gay colors, or dainty
furbelows and of all those charming wearthings which with the coming of Spring and Easter every woman makes
J-- rfX
J-Andf with a slorefu Q( bright new merchandise, with a superb assemblage of loveliest
up her mind t0 have
Easter requirestyle, with hosts of specially appealing economies in every section of the store, we are ready as never before to meet your
what is equally
And,
Easter
make
will
Sunday.
ments. Ready to apparel you in a manner that
you ihe admired one in the Style procession
important, ready to save you money on your every need.
For months we searched carefully, selected wisely and bought shrewdly. We were determined, that, "Not only must our Easter show-in- g
be better than ever this year but the values must be better, too." Have we succeeded? The bounteous, complete assortments, the new
authentic and beautiful styles, the satisfying qualities AND THE INUSUALY LOW PRICES, is the answer.

T1

A

HAN

rl ll 1 1J
H
X
I

M.

V

When prices assure you of such liberal savings there is no further reason why you should
not enjoy the pleasure and distinction of being the first to wear THE NEW EASTER STYLES!

Winning Values in Dainty Easter
Waists.
Everyjmember of the waist family is here silk, lingerie, tailored, etc. in the most fetching styles we've
yet seen. JD And at these low prices you surely will want
more than one waist.
n unusuallyjarge and attractive variety of the newest creations in Lingerie waists including round, square
or high neck models with "either short or full length
$1.25
6leeves, each...

Your New Easter Hat Need Not Cost
Much.
If You choose your Easter hat in this Sale you'll be getting
it cheap and without sacrificing one bit of style or beauty. A superb gathering of beautiful creations to choose from. Each the
product of the best metropolitan artists and with a charm and distinctiveness you won't find in hats elsewhere.
All the newest most desirable shapes and an excellent variety
from which to choose at prices within the reach of all
,

$2.50 to $10.00
A good assortment of Lingerie waists including about
20 of the most popular models, round or high neck,
trimmedlwith Tucks, Lace and Embroidery, good materials, best of styles, each
$1.75

Gage Hats.
In no other hat can you get the style that Gage Hats possess.
Attractive, most becoming and exclusive they possess all desir-

About 50 styles of sheer and dainty Lingerie waists,
of latef t design neatly and tastefully trimmed with
Tucks Lace and Embroidery, excellent materials and
$2.50
good workmanship, each

able qualities of high class millinery. This season we have an
excellent variety of these well known hats. Come in and try
'
them on

Fancy Strip edJlMessalint waist in Tpr Rue end Blak
and Pongee Waists, all trimmed with ieavy lace collars
and cuffs with neat
tie, round neck, elbow sleeves, each..
$3.00

,

$5.00 to $15.00.

Four-in-han- d

are a Necessity.

New Shoes

And here the Easter Sale demostrates its greatest helpfulness. Our great stock offers unequalled selection in
the newest fashions in shoes and oxfords at liberal savings. Lots of the popular tans and whites are here as
well as other handsome serviceable leathers. And the
models are the snappiest and most stylish of the season.
Comfortable, too.
14 Botton White Nubuck welt in the newest last, the
$5.00
Season's most popular shoe, per pair
White Nubuck Oxfords with perforated tip, per pr. $4.00
12 Button White Canvas Welt, Hobble Toe, very popu$3.50
lar, per pair
White Canvas Strap Pump, new toe, welt sole, per
$3.00
pair
Tan Oxfords with either cap or plain toe, welt sole,
newest models, Schmit's Color R, the newest shade of
$3.50
tan, per pair
Other attractive models in Suede, Coronation Cloth,
Velvet, Patent Leather. Gun Metal and Kid.

Gentlemen! Here you will find your
New Easter Clothing And Furnishings
And at a saving in cost
that you are sure to apThis is clothing that is far removed
from the ordinary ready-mad- e
class. It has all the
individuality, distinctive
style, and perfection of
the custom tailored
you can choose here
irom an unequalled as- aortment of the newest
'deas In fashionable fum- ishinfis running from the
snappy kinds for the young
man to the most conservative kinds for elder folks

Easter Suits That Are Marvels of Beauty And
Low Prices.
Each suit characterised by a Spring-likfreshness and daintiness that is irresistibly
A
better
than
charming.
ever, embracing all the newest, smartest models, all the new
variety
all
shades. And have you ever seen such exellent vafashionable
the
new
popular weaves,
e

lues before?

A nobly, well tailored suit

mixed suiting
with long roll silk collar,
silk lined, newest skirt
model, only

Lingerie dresses, in white
and colors, elaborately
trimmed witn Lace,
Bands and hand
embrioderied designs, an
unusual value, each

$15.00.

$7.50.

An unusually attractive
suit of Tan Serge with
wide Satin re vers, Satin
lined, most popular Skirt
model, only

Attractive Lingerie dresses neatly trimmed with
Lace, low neck, short
sleeves, skirt hand

of fancy

in all over designs, very neat and dressy, each

$16.50.

$5.00.

preciate.

I.

kind-The-

V
W
Tf

'

This Season we have the famous "Frankel Fifteen,"
the best man's suit manufactured at a popular price.
These come in black, blue and a variety of fancy patterns,
$15.00
every suit guaranted, each
We also have an excellent variety of extremely nobby
suits at
$20.00
All the newest models in Men's Spring Hats of the popular Mallory Cravenetted make, combining style and
$3.50
service, each
Cluett Shirts in all new and desirable patterns, fast co$1.75
lors, best of materials, perfect fitting, each
"Interworen" Hose for men, the best appearing and
best wearing sock made, all colors and black, per pair, 25c

i

Ae excelllent
well tailored

of
garments of
or
plain
fancy fabrics,
newest style models, black,
white and collors, each

A good

variety

variety of all silk

dresses in all popular colors, well made and neatly
trimmed, newest and best
style models, garments you
are sure to like,

$17.50.

$12.50.

.&o$miva&i f6 Son
1862

Easter MeansNew Gloves
Of Course

To tone up an old suit

What Easter outfit is complete
without a new pair of gloves?
Whatever your preference lisle,
silk, k.d, long or short styles -you may be sure we have it here
in all the fashionable shades
and in qualities that you may
rely upon. Our gloves fit better
than the ordinary too. And
then, these Easter Sale values
are unmatchable.

or to complete the new

out-

fit some attractive bit of
lacy neckwear is indispensable. All of fashions newest and most charming
fads and fancies are here
priced for Easter Sale
exceptionally low.
Wide, Dutch Collars of
Persian Lawn, trimmed
with Lace insertion and
Embroidery
Medallions,
each
50c
Wide Dutch Collars with
pointed back, lace trimmed..
..35c
Jabots, Side Frills and
other styles in good

16 Button black or white
pure
silk Kayser Gloves, double finger
$1.25
tips, per pair
16 Button
length good Kid
Gloves in black, white and colors,
an excellent quality per pr, 3.50
Kayser's pure silk gloves, two
button, black or white, with
double finger Hs, per pair 85c
"Mascot" kid gloves, two button, in black, white and colors, a
glove of style and quality, per
pair
$1,50

Easter Sale of Wash Fabrics
All the sturdy fabrics to make those crisp, pleasantly
cool snd comfortable wash garments for the "dog days"at
considerably lowered prices. A wonderful variety of new- est and most artistic patterns and delicate fast colors to
select from.
Boucle Voiles, 27 inches wide, in a beautiful range of dainty
checks and stripes, per

yard

35c

I3

Shadow Silk Voiles,
very sheer and dain ty
all colors, a very desir
able fabric, per yard20c

Easier Sale Means Price Bargains
in Silks and Dress Goods

Las Vew'LoadingStor

Established

Great Saving's on New
Easter Neckwear.

South SicbPlfla

Just the weaves and shades that are most

fashionable-j- ust

the weaves and shades you want. Buying silk or dress
goods in this Sale means a saving of dollars on your new
suit, dress, etc.
Imported Dress Patterns of Marquisettes with embroidered borders, all colors and white, and white with black,
$8 00 to 17.50
per pattern
Silk Foulard Dress Patterns, in either plain, fancy or
bordered effects, desirable colors per pattern 11.50toi6,00

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.
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YOUN

MOTHE
No young woman, m the joy of
coming motherhood, should neglect
to prepare her system for the physical ordeal she is to undergo. The
health of both herself and the coming
child depends largely upon the care
she bestows upon herself during the
Mother's Friend
waiting months.
prepares the expectant mother's system for the coming event, and Its use
makes her comfortable during all the
term. It works with and for nature,
and by gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, involved,
and keeping the breasts in good condition, brings the woman to the crisis
In splendid physical condition. The
aaby, too, is more apt to be perfect and
strong where the mother has thus
prepared herself for nature's supreme
function. No better advice could ba
given a young expectant mother than
that she use Mother's Friend; it is a
medicine that has proven its value
in thousands of
cases.
Mother's
Friend is sold at

the tailored costume with quantities
of lace this season, and yards of
broad insertions of filet, Cluny and
other heavy laces make simply cut
ALLEGED SLAVERS OF SEID BING
fetas of every description employed linen suits very dressy affairs, in- Neglected Cold Caused CompliTO GO ON TRIAL IN PORTas the .principal material of the deed.
LAND, OREGON
cation, Promptly Restored
frocks.
The ltnes of Buch costumes follow
Unfortunately taffeta is difficult to manage in such a way as to the lines prescribed for tailored sui-by Peruna.
Portland, Ore., March 30. Strange
and
void fusstnees. Nine out of ten of of worsted, silk and mohair,
of Chinese feuds, intermingled
tales
Mrs. Rosa
the :affeta frocks shown in the shops coats are short and gay, in cutaway
14 21 vi h the romance of
ar?
Boyer.
are ungraceful and freakish. The effect, over straight, narrow skirts
Sherman Ave.,
to be unfolded in the circuit
expected
111.,
Evanston.
tenth is undeniably charming, but short enough to reveal the feet. Of
writes: "If any court here next wek, when Wong 8)
the charm usually goes hand in hand course, with all such summer costone has reason Sam and Len Soon are
placed on
to praise Pewith a high price, for it means ma- umes white footrwear is the requireruna it is sure- trial on the charge of killing Seid
teria of beautiful quality and very ment, and this season very trim boots
ly myself.
and shipping his body in a
"Last spring Ring
of white buckskin with all tops
skillful making.
to
Seattle.
trunk
so
I
became
with pear buttons, are considSome of the new taffetas are really
run down from
The
principals in the tragalleged
the serious eflovely, supple enough though never ered particularly chic. These white
widely separated
a
of
fects
ling- edy represented
attaining the flowing suppleness of buckskin boots are much prettier
that classes of the local Chinese colony.
ering cold,comseveral
the crepes and satins, wonderfully than the white canvas styles, for the
was an Ameriplications unit- Seid Blng, the victim,
light and lustrous, exquisite of line. soft buckskin fits instep and ankle
ed in pulling canized Chinaman of good family, with
me down. I
The Jouy taffetas, which are quaint like a glove, and Uie leather constores.
could
neither inclination to be something of a drug
RIEND
Write for free
tn the 'best sense of that word, are forms in more supple fashion to the
eat nor sleep "sport." He wtas a nephew of Seid book for expectwell, and lost Back, one of the best known Chinese ant mothers which
winning favorable attention, though lines of daintily shaped sole and heel
much
flesh and in Portland and reputed to be a mil- valuable information contains
chameleon effects still hold first than does the stiff canvas. There are
and many sug- spirit.
"I fl n a Uy lionaire. In addition to being wealthy gestions of a helpful nature.
place. Tolle.de Jouy or antique cre- also pale tan suede boots and creamy
Peruna
tried
tonne designs have Invaded many satin boots for wear with lingerie
and
It did themselves the member of the Seid BRAD FIELD REGULATOR CO.. Atlaata, Ga.
clases of materials, and whether in costumes in the new champagne and
for
wonders
are Chinese Free Masons and
me.
In two family
cottons, chlffons.crepes, radiums or ecru colorings which, are particularly
was are allied with the powerful Hep Sing plied to hinder decay and check
I
weeks
Wtaffetas have a distinct charm, though fashionable this season.
another tong.
like
Mrs. Rosa Boyer.
bleeding. The victim had been dressWith the very fashionable ones,
person, and in
they must be handled knowingly to
of
one
accused
Len
iwtlr
the
Soon,
ed in the helht of American fashion,
had
ever
I
month
a
I
than
felt better
yie satisfactory results and are quite lingerie materials just off clear white before.
of the murder, has occupied a place with a tO(l brown hat. gray suit of
in other words, in tones of cream,
"I thank Peruna for new life and
hopeless If made up along lines
of considerable prominence and in- good quality and fashionable cut and
strength. I send you two pictures, so
to their peculiar character.
champagne and ecru are more in you
can see what Peruna has done for fluence among his
a light brown cravat His underwear
This is especially true of the Jouy favor than white Stuffs, which seem me."
He Is president of the Hop Sing tong was of silk and he wore silk socks.
a
of
taffetas. Many of the prettiest have to suggest the ministrations
in this city and is a former president In dismembering the body none of the
a ground of white checked or striped laundress. These creamy tan shades
ASK LIFE FOR WOMAN.
of the Hop Sing tong in San Fran clothing had been removed
except
by hair lines of black, and over this are very subtle and very smart, but
Boston, Mass., March 30. A deter- eisco.
the trousers. In a pocket of the coat
surface quaint sprig designs in odd somehow they lack the freshness and mined effort is
have
to
is
Si
made
who
to stand trial were found several letters written to
Sam,
Wong
being
soft colors are scattered. Admirably purity of clear white which is at its the death sentence of Mrs. Lena
with Len Soon for the alleged mur Seid by American women and girls
summer
of
piquant little summer frocks these best against a background
convicted of murdering her der, is a Chinese of low grade, one in different cities.
will make for a certain type of wear- green or the 'blue of a summer sea.
and
husband
sentenced to be electro- of a numerous class who scrape out
Oi Sen's beauty, which had prober, provided the frocks are made with One or two ecru batiste costumes on cuted in the state
prison at Charles-tow- their living in any manner that comes ably led to the slaying of Seid Blng,
s clubhouse veranda would be disartistic skill.
the first of June, commuted to to hand. When arrested Wong Si was likewise responsible for her capThe same is true of the Jouy radi- tinguished and charming, but a whole
life
imprisonment. No attempt is be- Sam was employed as a cook on a ture after the crime. Immediately
women
ums, chiffons, etc., but in a less de- veranda full of
as yet to secure a commu- river steamer.
made
ing
after the killing the young woman
s
would be depressing indeed, wheregree, for here, at least no hint of
Little Oi Sen, "the most beautiful fled the city. Friends of the slain
of
the
tation
sentenceof
Enrico
nuiriber
complicates the problem. Jouy as white costumes in like
who was convicted of the same Chinese woman on the coast," Is al- man and his family among the local
designs In comparatively dark tones would suggest only summery daintias Mrs. Cusumano and sen- leged to have been the fourth of the Chinese furnished ample funds to be
crime
lave appeared this season even In ness and freshness.
leading characters in the tragedy and employed in a search for the fugiTurned up brims, bent into any tenced tc be electrocuted on the same is
the filmiest of chiffons and are effecttives. The beauty of 01 Sen made
date.
"i' to counted upon byinthe prosecution
ively combined with white or plain shaie moBt becoming to the wearer,
the her a marked woman and It was but
lend assistance
untagllng
were
Mrs.
Cusumano
Mascioli
and
chiffon.
Often there is a sometimes fluted in front, sometimes
wom- web of romance, jealousy and deadly a question of a short time before she
4eep border of this Jouy design on a doubled, are a distinctive detail on convicted of the murder of the
warfare that reached its climax in was located and arrested at Billings,
comwas
The
crime
husband.
an's
"iellcate one tone chiffon, with per- the new hats. One model Is caught
A the slaying of young Seid Blng in Mont.
She was returned to Portland
haps a bordering band of black or of back at the side front with one of mitted in Hull in September, 1910.
01 Sen Is to be held as an
ithe woman's apartments.
of
accessory in the
one of the dominant colors in the the new black
ostrich few weeks after the disappearance
the alleged runaway wife of Ng Goul. murder. Upon her arrival here she is
on
was
the
found
his
Cusumano
most
body
pulmes. Among the
expensive
Jouy design,
a respected merchant of Pendelton,
said to have made a full confession
with shore and an autopsy disclosed that
Among "the taffetas attractive strip- of the new straws Is a tagal
Ore. It is said that the bewitching
the police. As a result of what
to
took
The
trial
es effects may be found, usually in crepe like surface, and in a silver he was murdered.
woman of the almond eyes she
told, Len Soon and Wong SI
white and color of rose, dull old gray shade, with black inside. One place in the historic town of Ply young
found life too slow in itlhe eastern Sam were
up
immediately locked
leu. violet., cherry. ec These strip- shown in a hoo had for its trimming mouth. A number or witnesses testi- 1
.nar-h- rv
siter Hcywcer-tlua
cnurge-- of
"having '
ed taffetas are successfully made up wide loops of shot gray and purple fied, the most important of whom 0rsB
gmra
lit is certain
that she deserted her Seid Bing was made against then.
alone, but the French designers like ribbon Bent (backward, a spray of was the
daughter of husband and came to
Portland, where Eminent counsel has been engaged
to combine them with plain taffeta, white crepe roses falling over the brim Mrs. Cuusumano, who identified the
soon
a
became
she
fig to defend the accused and it is eviconspicuous
usually though not invariably in the on the right side.
quilt In which Cusumano's body was ure in the gay life of the Chinese
dent that a hard figt will be made
Brush cockades
of
color of the stripe and sometimes
nondescript wrapped, as one that was on her fathto prevent their conviction.
with changeable taffeta in the stripe feathers are seen as the sole ornament er's bed. Other witnesses were Mrs. colony.
The authorities are believed to be
color shot with whites and perhaps on fine white tagal straw hats with Clusumano's sisters,
who
testified in
possession of al the details of the
ACT QUICKLY
one other tone.
black upturned brims faced with sat- against her.
as the result of a confesmurder,
There are two kinds of "lingerie" in, and the floral clump of either
Both defendants testified, denying sion said to have ben made
by Oi
Has Been Dangerous In East
fabrics in the market now the heavi- roses, fuchsias or copper colored dah- the
crime, but the evidence, such as Sen after her arrest. The storyhas Delay
Las Vegas
er linens, crashes, piques and bedford lias is much favored for large hats of the
axe in a not been given out to the public.
finding of a
Do the right thing at the right time.
cords of which tailored costumes are pedal straw with graduated
Cusuhole In the ground near the
Whether the killing resulted from a
Act quickly In time of danger.
brims.
lashioned, and the clinging
mano house and a bundle of blood- jealous quarrel over Seid Bing's atstuffs like batiste, mull, voile,
Backache is kidney danger.
Very pretty and comfortable are stained clothing belonging to Mrs. tention to
the attractive 01 Sen, or Doan's
e
hats made of tafMarquisette and crepe which go into the new
Kidney Pills act quickly.
Cusumano, was so strong that the whether the motive for the crime in
of
evidence to prove this.
making of diaphanous frocks. feta silk. The crown, brim and trim-inPlenty
found the pair guilty after short the deadly feud between the rival
There is a fancy for garnishing even
are usually of the same fabric, and jury
H. H. Closson, 408 Grand Ave., East
deliberation.
tongs, with Oi Sen used merely as Las
with something like 82 shades of silk
"I take
Vegas, N. Mex., says:
It is believed there is little (doubt a bait to lure the victim to his death
lo chose from and with which to form
as
in
much
recommend
pleasure
just
that the efforts to secure a commu- can only be conjectured.
attractive! combinations there is little
ing Doan's Kidney Pills today as I
of the woman's sentence will
H. VON
tation
Seid
as
The
known
facts
are
hat
likelihood of these danity and pracdid when I gave a public statement
the
in
butchered in 01 Sen's in their
Blng was
tical hats showing a sameness. The succeed. It is the first time
praise In January, 1907.
of Massachusetts that a wom- apartments on December 20 last and
history
efnovel
for
About a year ago I had occasion to
possibilities
achieving
KY. fects are greater now than ever , an was sentenced to die in the elec- his dismembered body shipped to use Doan's Kidney Pills, there being
to in tric chair, as It the first time in the Seattle, where it was found several soreness across my kidneys and trou
and so the temptation
the numlber of spring and memory of persons of this generation days later in an unclaimed trunk. It ble from the kidney secretions. This
Recommends Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's crease
summer hats in ones wardrobe has that a woman was condemned to was evident that there had been no remedy relieved me as promptly as
death In this state. The cases were haste In placing the (body in the before. Years
Vegetable Compound grown correspondingly.
ago I began to suffer
The brims of these taffeta hats are the first In Plymouth In 25 years trunk. It had been cut Into pieces from pains in my hack and I attribut
for Backache, Nervousor
faced with silk of a bright and be- that a person has been convicted of by one accustomed to surgery
ed the trouble to an injury. If I
ness, Headaches.
meat.
had
Salt
been
ap
murder.
dressing
coming shade, and the same color is first degree
worked hard or brought strain on the
used to line the inside of the crown.
muscles of my loins, my back pained
CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY
The outside part is trimmed in some
severely and the least cold I caught
comMothers who value their own
shapely contrasting color of taffeta. fort
settled In my kidneys, aggravating
and the welfare of their childON
For example, a dark blue seashore ren, should never be without a box LIVED
my troubles. I tried plasters and linihat which is to be worn wel down cf Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
ments but my efforts for relief were
over the head has a two toned pink Children, for use throughout the sea
RAW
EGGS
unavailing until I commenced using
They break up colds, relieve
lining. The only stiffness is supplied son
Doan's
Kidney Pills, procured from
feverishness, constipation, teething
by fine wire sewed in at the seams of disorders, headache tnd stomach
the Center Block Pharmacy.
They
crown.
the melon-shapefor TZ Mr. Richard's
Used by mothers
troubles
Dif- proved beneficial from the first"
With
Experience
NEVER
These little hats may 'be bent and caers. THESE POWDERS
For sale 'y all dealers. Price 50
turned into any shape, and when on FAIL. Sold by all drug stores, ferent Diets.
Peaches and cents. Foster-MllburCo.,
Buffalo,
the head there Is nothing to spoil the 25c. Don't accept any substitute.
New York, sole agents for the United
mailed FREE. Address, AlButtermilk
Years.
for
Sample
Three
coiffure or make one feel conscious len S. Olmsted. Le Roy, N. "X.
States.
of supporting a heavy weight
Remember the name Doan's and
Feathers are favored beyond all REAL ESTATE SHOW POSTPONED
Cecilton, Md. Mr. George Richards, take no other.
otther trimmings for the dress hat.
New York, March 30. The opening of this place, during the past 12 years,
has probably tried more different diets
No price seems too extravagant to In- of the real estate show,' which was orthan the average person would ever use COMMENCEMENT AT CARLISLE.
vest In these hat trimmings.
Carlisle, Pa., March 30. Many visiginally scheduled for the Grand Cen- in a lifetime.
What he has to say about his experi- itors are arriving here to attend the
FLORENCE
FAIRBANKS.
tral Palace today, has been deferred
must therefore be highly interest"I have been taking
Lyndon, Ky.
until the last week of April. The post- ments,
of commencement week at
ing to anyone suffering from indigestion exercises
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
the United States Indian school. The
ponement was decided upon by the or stomach troubles ofany kind.
for headaches, neuralgia pains, backache,
He says : "For more than 12 years.
QUEEN CITY BALL PARK.
nervousness and a general run down conmanagement to give the exhibitors
program will be ushered in tomorrow
Cincinnati, O., March 30. Cincin- more time to prepare their displays. I suffered with stomach troubles, and with the baccalaureate seremon and
dition of the system, and am entirely reof
for
hundreds
dollars
doctor
bills
paid
lieved of these troubles. I recommend nati baseball fans were given their
and medicines. I was also operated on will conclude with the graduation exC. A. Glossner, 24 Ontario St., Ro- for piles.
your remedies to my friends and give first opportunity to view the new
ercises Friday.
I lived on dried peaches and buttermilk
you permission to publish what I write. " grounds today, when the home team chester, N. Y.. has recovered from a
for
three
Mrs. H. Von Roden, Lyndon, Ky.
The
years.
only thing
lined up for an exhibition game with long and severe attack of kidney trou- that nearly
would not give me pain was raw eggs.
NEW RAILROADS.
When a woman like Mrs. Von Roden
ble, his cure being due to Foley Kid1 could not
New
I
new
the
The
was
York
let-ta
Americans;
wreck.
such
a
physical
is generous enough to write
Colo., March 30 Conney Pills. After detailing his case,
Trinidad,
and was as near crazy as a man
as the above for publication, she park takes rank among the finest he says: "I am only sorry I did not sleep,
tracts were signed today by McCabe
well
could
be.
should at least be given credit for a baseball plants in the country.
It learn sooner of Foley Kidney Pills.
I must say that after taking two nt
& Steen, railroad contractors, to build
sincere desire to help other suffering cost in the neighborhood of a quar- In a few days' time my backache packages of Thed ford's
I
me
and
left
felt
women.
completely
greatly it did me more good than all 1 ever spent 380 miles of railroad, tn New Mexico,
ter of a million dollars. The grand- Improved.
Oklahoma and Texas, including 80
My kidneys became strong for other medicines.
If you want special advice write to stands, pavilions and bleachers are er, dizzy spells left me and i was 1 have been working daily on the farm miles from Dodge City, Kan., to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (conf- of steel and
concrete and no longer annoyed at night. I feel ever since, and I am as hard as iron." connect with the New Mexico, Okidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will the entire seating capacity is about 100 per cent better since using Foley This purely vegetable remedy has been
fee opened, read and answered by a
and in successful use for more than 70 years. lahoma and Gulf route at Belen, N,
Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer
Red Cross Drug Co.
woman and held in strict confidence. 25,000.
Try it. But be sure that it's 'Thedford's." M., and cost $2,000,000.
New York, March 30. The coming
season will, undoubtedly, be noted
for the unusual vogue of taffeta. The
stores are full of models showing taf-
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PULPIT

Lax-Fo- s

N

Way.

Choir Loft
CHURCH

OF THE IMMACULATE
Adrian
Rabeyrolle,

that would
strengthen the liver, the stomach, the
jim tor.
kidneys and the bowels, aad at the)
First mass at 7 a, m.; second mu
same
time make you strong with a
10
a.
m.
tt
Sunday school in English
ind Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish at systemic tonic, don't yon believe jam
U
l:tt p. m. Rosary and benediction would soon be well?
( the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p
That's The Lax-Fo- s
Way."
We ask you to buy the first bottle
( athechl.m for
English speaking
plan, and you will
iilidren on Tuesday 4 p. m , and oc on the money-bacto
10
ask
sell you the sec
a.
for
m.;
your druggist
Saturday
Spanish speak
ng children on Thursday 4 p. m , and ond.
d Saturday at 9 a, m.
It keepe your whole tnsides right.
There Is nothing else made like
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR
10WS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor. Uix-FoFirst mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun
Remember the name LAX-FOtmass 8:30
lay excepted. Second
ermon in English, hymns rendered
jy the children under the direction terested In Bible study are cordially
f the Sisters of Loretto. Third man Invited to attend.
it 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
from 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
benediction of the Blessed Sacra Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
sent. At the New Mexico Hosplta venue and Tenth street
'or the Insane mass every fourth
Morning worship and sermon at 11
o'clock; Bible study and Sunday
Sunday by the pastor.
school session at 9:45 a. m.; Young
FIRST
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
People's society at 6:30 p. m.
The church extends a most hearty
CHURCH Cor. Eighth street and Na
r.Ional avenue, hi. C. Anderson, pastor. invitation to all people. Strangers and
Sunday scbor" at 9:45. Preaching at sojourners In the city are especially
tl o'clock. Epworth League at 6:30; welcomed.
evening preaching service at 7:30.
A cordial Invitation is extended to
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SOCIETY,
all who have no other place of wot Regular services every Sunday morn
ihlp to attend divine services at this tng at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even
hurch.
lng at 8 o'clock In O. R. C, ball.
If you had a medicine

INCEPTION

k

CHURCH
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Main and Eighth streets, W. R. Quig-gin-

TEMPLE MONTEFIORE
Douglas
avenue and Ninth street, S. Pelper,
Pastor.
rabbi.
10 a m., Bible School; 11
a. m ,
Services and sermon every Friday
Communion
and preaching service, night at 8 o'clock. Services for chiladdress on the "Light Bearing dren and Sabbath school every Satur
Church," "Laodicea"; 2:30
p. mi day morning at 10 o'clock.
Jumlor Endeavor society meets at the
4 '
Tabernacle; 6:30 p. m. Senior En
SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH Cor
deavor society, special subject, 7:30 ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues,
p. m., "Who are the Light of the Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
World?" Tuesday, April 2, Turkey
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m.. hr
social at A. O. U. W. hall on Eighth the pastor; Sunday school. 9:45 a. m
street. Wednesday, April 3, prayer B. Y. P. TJ., 3 p. m. All are welcome
meeting and Workers' conference, to attend these services.
A hearty invitation
given to all
friends and visitors to attend the
GERMAN LUTHERAN SERVipE
services.
A German service will be held
this
Palm Sunday, March 31, In the PresST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH, byterian church,
beginning at 7:150
o'tMa in" tiie euifir" Rn.'"
Avenue.
Kretschmar of Optimo, N. M., will
Sunday next before Easter, March preach.
31.
Holy Communion 7:30; Sunday
school 9:46; morning prayer and ser
Chamberlain's Cough Remedv has
mon 11:00. Holy week services, Holy won
its great reputation and exten
Communion
Monday, sive sale by Its remarkable cures of
dally except
10:30. Evening service dally except coughs, coldg and croup. It can be
depended upon. Try it Sold by all
Good Friday,
Monday, 4:15.
7:30; morning prayer and druggists.
srmoil 11:00. Saturday, Easter Eve, STOMACH DISTRESS
evening service and Holy Baptism
AND DYSPEPSIA GC
,

8

I

4:15.

This church is open dally for
vate prayer and meditation.

pri-

Diapepsin Makes Upset Stomacr.s
Feei Fine In Five Minutes

BAPTI8T CHURCH. Corner Main
avenue and Sixth street, Rev. N. B.
freen, Pastor.
Preaching at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p.
tn. Sunday School at 9; 45 a. m. A.
M. Young People's
meeting at 6:30 p.
m.
The public is invited.

As there is often someone In your
"family who suffers an attack of indi
gestion or some form of stomach
trouble, why don't you keep some

c

Mrs.

RODEN

it

of LYNDON,

be-foe-

d

n

FIR8T SEVENTH
CHURCH

DAY

ADVENT-I8-

C.

McReynolds, pas
tor. Regular services in the Chris
tlon church, corner of Main
and
Eighth street' Sabbath school at 2
p. m., every
Sabbath
(Saturday)
preaching at 3 p. m. All who are In

WBBSmBm
m

WEBSTER'S
NEW

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about this most
remarkable single volume.

,

Write for (ample
pages, full particulars, etc.
Name this
paper and

VHtafSL

we will

ar

r wvaaan
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Black-Draug-

sand free
a set of
Pocket
Maps

Diapepsin in the house handy?
This harmless blessing will digest
anything you can eat without the
slightest discomfort, and overcome a
sour, gassy stomach five minutes
after.
Tell your pharmacist to let you read
the formula, plainly printed on these
cases of Pane's Diapepsin,
then you will readily see why it makes
sour stomach, heart
Indigestion,
burn and other distress go in five
minutes, and relieves at once such
miseries as belching of gas, eructa
tions of sour, undigested food, nausea,
headaches, dizziness, constipation and
other stomach disorders.
Some folks have tried so long to find
relief from Indigestion and dyspesia
or an
stomach with the
cures advertised
common, every-da- y
that they have about made up their
minds that they have something else
wrong, or believe theirs Is a case of
nervousness, gastritis, catarrh of the
stomach or cancer.
This, no doubt, is a serious mistake.
Your real trouble Is, what you eat
does not digest; instead, it ferments
and sours, turns to acid,
gas and
stomach poison, which puterfy in the
digestive tract and intestines, and besides, poison the breath with nauseous odors.
A hearty appetite, with thorough
dglestlon, and without the slightest
discomfort or misery of the stomach,
is waiting for you as soon as you decide to try Pape's Diapepsin.
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BILLS INTRODUCED IN
THE LEGISLATURE

for employes, etc., of the corporation
commission. Introduced by Laugh rot;
Referred to the committee on finance
Senate Bill No. 44, by Evans, to
establish a board of medical examiners to regulate the practice of medicine and osteopathy. Referred to the
committee on state affairs. Bart)
marked that a bill of that Rumba
should not be introduced.
Senate Bill No. 45, by Mabray, in
act fixing the time for the holdine of
elections and the sitting of boards of
registrations In cities. Referred to the
committee on privileges and etet
tlona.
Senate Joint Memorial No. 1. i ett
tioning congress to pass the three
years homestead law, was reported
enrolled and engrossed and was order
ed sent on its way to Washington
Senate Bill No. 31, providing for the
printing of bills and resolutions war
reported engrossed' and signed by the
lieutenant governor.

Santa Fe, N. M., March 30. The
following business waa transacted
yesterday by the state legislature:
Striata:
Rarth presented two petitions, one
from 110 Christian Endeavors of the
House.
school
at AlbuMenaul
.Memorial
R.
Baca was in the
L.
Speaker
the
querque, against prise fighting;
'
second from a cltisens' mass meeting chair, but soon called Representative
at the Methodist church of Albuquer- Cooney to the chair. The following
que against the proposed staging of bill was introduced:
House Bill No. 40, by Cooney an
a prize fight at Las Vegas on July
to provide for the Issuance of
act
laid
be
4. Barth moved the petitions
on the table until the prize fight bill state bonds to cover the provisions of
is introduced and that then all be re- the state constitution relative to the
ferred to the same committee. Barth state. Referred to the committee on
also said that he had received a num- - finance.
Senate Joint Resolution No. IS, pro
ber of letters from constituents
to
addressed
been
have
should
which
viding for a commission of flv? men
the legislature and which requested to assist in selecting a site for i Now
him to lend every assistance to the Meilco building at the San Dieo
passage of the McCoy prohibition bill. exposition, was adopted by a vote af
A communication from the Mothers' 3d to 6. The commsslohers will re
club asking for legislation on the sub- ceive no compensaton and are to pa.,
ject of school elections was presented their own expenses.
A resolution by Blanchard that the
by the presiding officer, Lieutenant
Governor E. C. de Baca.
testimony in the house bribery InvesHolt said he had two petitions from tigation be printed raised a storm of
Most of 'the Imembers
Mesllla Park protesting against prize discussion.
fighting but had forgotten to bring deemed it essential that the record
them along and asked tnat the senate and transcript be printed, but the cost
consider them presented.
of the undertaking seemed so formidThe following bills were introduc- able that the resolution was reed:
ferred to the committee on printing.
Senate Bill No. 43, an act providing The resolution provides for 150 cop- -

SATURDAY,

MARCH 90, 1012.

les in Spanish and 160 copies ha Eng- llsh. Borg moved to make at one
thousand copies in each language
taking a stand that the public should
be Informed on a matter Involving the
honor of the house. There was no
The tessecond to the amendment
a
about
thousand
would
make
timony
pages. The house then adjourned to
Thursday, April 4.

roon ding country early today when

the Dea Moines river went out of
banks and washed
above the city.

$1,050

a bridge

FOLLY EQUIPPED

AT YOUR DOOR

Families Are Homeless.
Rock Island, 111., March 30. Many
families were driven from their
homes toaay when the Mississippi
its banks. It is rising about
three inches an hour.

CONDITIONS

FLOOD

COLLEGE
BAD

away

GIRLS

WILL

IN MANY STATES
GIVE DANDY CONGEST

OVERLAND MODEL 59

R

(Continued from Page One)
men are unable to get to work. The
wide area
water has spread over
and many persons are. Obliged to use
boats.
Platte on a Rampage.
Springfield, Neb., March 30. All
night long the hundreds of men working along the Platte river in an attempt to break up the ice gorges flied
big charges of dynamite, but made
little progress in relieving the flood
situation. At one point near Ashland
the river has flowed over an area
covering about 30 square miles of bottom and many farmers have been
forced to flee to the hills.
Several bridges have been either
washed out or so weakened that they
are useless. Railroad trains on three
different lines have been forced to
detour many trains and abandon others entirely. With the melting of the
snow In the hills and at the headwaters of the Platte river thera Ib
evidence of an unprecedented flood
condition around the mouth of the
river which has its influence with
the Missouri river near this point.
The lowlands In the vicinity already
are under water.
Trouble In Iowa.
la., March 30. Floods
and
Boone
iously threatened
Boone,

sersur- -

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator

THE

GRINNELL
COLLEGE GLEE
CLUB BILLED FOR OPERA
HOUSE APRIL 5.

The seat reservation for the Santa
Fe reading room 'oncert of the glee
club 'of Grlnnell College for Girls
of Iowa, which will be given Friday
night of next week at the Duncan opera house, will open Tuesday at
12:30 o'clock at the Y. M. C. A. office. The seats for all railroad employes and their families will be five
cents and for others to whom the
reservation will open on the morning
of the entertainment, they will be 10
cents. This concert is said to be one
of the best booked for Las Vegas this
season and no doubt tne demand for
seats will be unusually large.
The Grlnnell College
Glee Club
ranks high among tho school musical
clubs of the country. It is made up
of 26 talented young ladles under the
direction of Professor George L.
Pierce, a noted teacher. Miss Dora
thy Tuttle, a famous reader, is with
the company and will have & part in
Mrs.
the evening's entertainment.
Pierce, wife of Professor Pierce, is
the accompanist of the club.
The personnel of the club is as
First sopranos Mary Cady,
Mary Loose, Winifred Hawley, Ida
Weaver, Jessica Burton and Vera
second sopranos,
Attwell, soloist;
tol-low-

show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

&

Machine

Whalen,

Phone Main 344.

&

Co.

Fowler Props

COAL AND WOOD
NUT
SUGARITE LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

u,

IV. C

OND ON

Helen Ladd, Floy Korns, Mary Fris
bie, Martha Kessel, Marie Bump and
Edna Wohlhunter, soloist; first altos.
Charlotte
Ara Dunham, manager;
Knowles, Julia Kessel, Norma Fellows, Amanda Fenner and Ruth
Campbell; second sopranos, Lucy
Peck, Anna Reed, Harriett Eldrldge
Delia linger, Frances Cox and Alice
Lemon.

Backache Almost Unbearable
almost certain result of kidney
rouble. D. Tooraey, 80S E. Olive 8t.,
Bloomington, 111., says: "I suffered
with backache and pains In my kidneys which were almost unbearable,
t gave Foley Kidney Pills a good trial,
uid they done wonders for me. To-iaI can do a hard day's work an
not feel the effects." O. O. Schaefer
Is an

y

Read The OpUc.

The doors open Monday on what might be called

Our Greatest Opening
flany New Hats and Gowns Have Their
Initial Appearance
Intensely Interesting New Hats.
We want you to see the hats that
have appeared. These Chaining

Ready For Those Who Gome
Monday.

The Spring Opening in
Our Garment Section
1

iWWM.,

Is always an event of great importance, eagerly awaited by women who
like to dress well, becomingly and at modest prices. This year the formal

Monday April to
And we are prepared to exhibit one of

Saturday-Apr- il

6

the best selected lines of Spring Coats

and Suits ever brought to this city. Every feature of these Garments prove
their entire worth, their correct style and the high class of workmanship
that has entered into tnem. If you will closely inspect the garments we're
showing, you'll realize that at the prizes quoted, you are receiving some of

Tho the Seeker after Shoe Satisfaction
THESE NEW ONES WILL APPEAL
Every week adds a new group t5 our stock,

but they are going out again almost as soon
as they arrive, making new friends and
that
bringing all to a realization of the fact most
than
wear
and
look
better
longer
they
shoes costing a third more

$2.75 to $5.00

We invite you moot

to attend
this Spring Opening. Come and get acquainted with the entire store - it
has the Spring atmosphere as well as the best of the new Spring merchandise. We'll Welcome Youf
the best values ever off l red.

The

cordially

sPFAr

The Woman thinking of the Summer outfit is naturally thinksort always ready to slip into quickly.
ing of dainty silk frocks-thNext come lingerie frocks for sultriest days; the smart tailored
linens and this year's pretty novelties like the dainty serviceable
bordered challis. For the newest, most attractive ideas in
all of these, it's well to visit the Bacharach every day or so; a
constant stream of such pretty, summerlike frocks are going in
instance
and out. At very moderate prices-f- or
e

$6.50'

$8.00

For Smart Utile linen dresses with

For Silk Gingham dresses
in Summer Colors, Neatly
trimmed, exquisitely designed, desirable for Street as

all the new straight lines, that are
so popular, trimmed in white whipcord and Buttons.
come

in

Pink-Bl-

ue

All sizes.

They

and Natural

well as Hduse Wear.

Very

extraordinary values.

Colors.

Store of Quality"

SPRING SILKS VERY SMART AND NEW

KA CHARACH
E.LasVecas.

styles many of which faifthfully
reproduce French Models come to
you at a price far below the bare
import duty of their prototypes.
For instance extremely pretty
knock about hats in a host of
unique shapes and in all colors variously trimmed may be had
for
$5.00
A Wonderfully complete show$6.50 and $7. 50
ing here at

Dresses For Summer Will You
Choose Early?

opening lasts from
1

s

A hundred women might make
selections from our stock each with
the belief that she had secured the
prettiest, so many are the styles
and colors. One fascinating model beautiful in simplicity is of
dark navy blue crepe metior trimmed in the all popular Emerald
Green. Each Garment has a style
individual to itself and we buy no
two alike.

N.M.

The colors that are now new and the fabrics that are most favored will all be found
in our stock.

See our New Foulards
Particularly liked for Party Dresses and
Evening Gowns

LAS VCItAt DAILY OPTIC,

HOLY

MARCH 30, 1912.

WEEK WILL

at homcyou save time,
annoyance and dissatisfaction.
Wc make a study of yom comfort.
done

BEGIN TOMORROW
The man who does the
weighing, the manuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
m prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phone Main

.

1

THE LATEST IN

SPRING MP

Diss

SUMMER

y

Goods

SILK FOULARDS,

Mora.
of the
Carl Burns, storekeeper
Casteneda, has returned from an extended trip to California. He will re
sume his duties at the Casteneda

SILK AND LtiTTON TISSUES,
ZEPHYRGINOHAMS,
MADRAS,

POPLINS,

Ben Harclow has returned from a
short trip to cleburn. Tex.
M. C. de Baca went to Santa Fe
yesterday on a short business trip.
John Hartman was In Las Vegas
today from his farm on the mesa on
business.
Senator T. B. Catron
passed
through Las Vegas last alia. ''. ro'::
from Santa Fe to Washington.
callector and
Eugenio Romero,
treasurer of San Miguel county, left
yescerday for Torrance county.
Ueorge Cowherd, a Santa Fe official from La Junta, came in last
night from Colorado on business.
Bernabel Montana uf Rowe was in
Las Vegas today on business. Mon
tano is a Santa Fe section foreman.
State Senator John S. Clark canu
in last night on the Chicago Limited
from Santa Fe, for a short visit with
his family.
W. R. Smythe, state good roads engineer, left this afternoon on train
No. 10 for Clayton where he has been
called on business.
Mrs. Golden S. Low arrived yester-terdafrom Cleveland, O., to take
a position as head trimmer with Mrs.
Standish, the milliner.
Juan Navarro, a Mora county rep
resentative in the state legislature
arrived last night from Santa Fe and
left this morning for his home ii

Monday.

Bert W. Kelly, local agent of the
PERCALES,
Wells Fargo Express company, will
go to La Junta tonight, where he will
BATISTE AND LAWNS,
loin Mrs. Kelly who has been visiting
friends and relatives in Kansas.
Also Complete Line in Ready-To-Wewill return to Las Vegas SunThey
Goods, Silk and Net
day night.
Lace Waists From $2.00 up
Leonard Hosklns and Carl Ellis
left this morning on a duuck hunting
Come in and ijook at our New trip into the country north of Las
Vegas. They are nuurJng the trip in
Goods Whethejr you buy or not.
the Hosklns' Ford touring car. Th,v
Will visit the fWatrous lakes, and
HOFFMAN MW GRAUBARTH
the Wagon Mound and ShoemaVei
hunting grounds. They expect to be
104.
gone all of the coming week.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Nordhaus returned last night from a month's trip to
California. Mrs. Nordhaus stopped off
1 in Albuquerque for a short visu wttn
relattveV awd Mr. Nordhaus
spent
f yesterday at Santa Fe, joining his
wife and children at Lamy, last night.
1 Mr. Nordhaus had been ill for some
time previous to going to California,
I but
returned completely restored to
SHORT ORDERS
health.
jand
R. J. Parker, general manager oi
REGULAR DINNERS
the eastern Hues of the Santa Fe
with headquarters In Topeka, accom
HEPNER & BARNES, Props.
panted by J. M. Kurn, general super
lntendent of the Western Grand Di
vision with headquarters In La Junta
will pass through Las Vegas tonight
on train No. 8 en route from El Paso
THE EMPORIUM
to
their respective homes. They have
of
the
condition
the
to
Owing
weather, we will continue our sale on been in the Pass City attending a
meeting of Santa Fe officials.
halts. Mrs. A. Standish.
ar

I

PboieJlain

Cafe )e Luxe
...The Best...

i

mm. Away with
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le Darning Basket

A well known

mother vrtot us recently:
WlJffiF "I cal1 your store 'labor saving
Im
quarters' since you induced me to buy
1 bought them V
first for my fl(t.
SuCl
.
.
..
.
.
.
r
i rr
ou"
iur
mi sisier; men i Dought a box for my
husband, end now I am wearing them myself. They
save me money, time and patience and are so comfort able and stylish that I am grateful to you for recommending them
to me and my entire family."
head-&W- w

'i

Mothers

boy a box of
iflflihdeafiOfrp, that win be a good
test. We have them in all sizes. If
four pairs wear out in heel, toe or sole
in four months you get new ones free.
buy your

MOST SOLEMN
CHURCH

OF THE
8TARTS

SEASON
YEAR

your OPTICAL work is
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The PrescriptiODisl

SATURDAY,

If your glasses annoy you call on

WITH PALM SUNDAY.

Tomorrow Is Palm Sunday and
marks the beginning of Holy Week,
the most solemn reason observed by
the Christian church. Palm Sunday
commemorates the entry of Christ
into Jerusalem to eat of the Pass-fove-r,
a Journey which ended in His
death upon the cross. His welcome
at the Jewish city was a cordial one
and people spread palms and branches
of trees in His path in token of love
and respect It is for this reaso.;
that the church, in the earliest lavs
adopted the custom of blessing and
distributing palms to t. e faithful on
Palm Sunday. This custom is gttl
observed by the Eplscoral and ftomax
Catholic churches. In tho latter denomination the passion of the Savior
Is read on Palm Sunday, the complete
Biblical account of His sufferings and
death being read for the assistance
of the faithful in meditating upon the
great sacrifice of Jesus for the redemption of the world.
Thursday In Holy We6k is known
is Maundy Thursday. It is the anniversary of the founding of the sacrament of holy communion and for
that reason Is an important day It
was on the night of Maundy Tours-dathat Jesus prayed in the garden
of Gethsemane and was betrayed by
Judas. Good Friday is the anniver
sary of the death of Jesus on the
cross. Both Catholic and Episcopal
churches observe it with solemn and
Impressive ceremonies.
Holy Saturday is spent in preparation for the
feast of Easter, which falls on the
following day. Easter is the feast of
the resurrection and is the most joyous time of the Christian year, because it holds forth the assurance f
immortality to all true believers.
In the Church of Our Lady of Sorrows on the West side, of which Rev.
Father Paul Gilberton is pastor, the
services of Holy Week will be as follows:

Palm Sunday First masa t a. m.;
second mass 8 a. m.; third mass 9:30
a. m. Before solemn mass will occur
the blessing and distribution of the
at)
palmo and a prooeaaic in
present will take part, incluaing the
societies of the parish ; nd the faithful. In the afternoon from 3 to 4
o'clock there will be a meeting of
the promoters of the Apostleship of
Prayer. The missionary priest will
address the members of this sodality.
Each day in the week except Saturday there will be a sermon in
Spanish given by the zealous and
eloquent Father J. Maiztgui. Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday there will
be mass at 8 a m., followed by a ser
mon in form of a retreat for the chil
dren of the first communion. On
Holy Thursday solemn mass at 9 a.
m., and sermon at 7 p. m.
On Good Friday the office will commence at 9 a. m. Next will occur
the adoration of the cross. In the
afternoon from 2 to 3 o'clock, sermon
on the last agony of the Savior. In
the evening at 7 o'ewek there will be
a sermon on "Our Lady of the Seven Dolors." On Holy Saturday morning at 8 o'clock will occur the office
of the day, blessing o holy water and
solemn mass.
Services for Easter Sunday will be
First mass at 6 a. m.,
as follows:
second mass at 8 o'clock at which
time 100 children will make their
first communion. At 1C o'clock there
will be a solemn mass with sermon in
English and Spanish. The usual
beautiful music will accompany the
s
services at the solemn mass.
mass will be rendered by tht
In
voices.
mixed
of
choir
the afternoon at 4 o'clock will occur
the impressive ceremony of the renewal of baptismal vows solemnly
made by the children of the first
communion.
At St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal
church the Holy Week services will
be as follows: Palm Sunday Holy
communion, 7:30 o'clock; Sunday
school, 9:45 o'clock; mqrning prayer
and sermon, 11 o'clock. Holy com
munion daily except Monday at
10:30 o'clock. Evening service dally
except Monday, 4:15 o'clock.
Batt-man'-
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Manufacturing Optician,
606 DOUGLAS AVE.
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SOCICtp ROtCS
Knights of Columbus
to Give Easter Dance

Easter Monday will be the occasion
of the annual spring dance of the Las
Yeeas Council of the Knights of
Columbus. The affair will be held inthe armory and no Invitations will be
for the
sent out.
Arrangements
big event have practically been
completed and this promises to be
the most successful affair in years
Through the dance committee tickets
are being sold and already a large
attendance Ib assured. Many of the
different cliques or crowds are planning to attend. The Simlson orchestra has been engaged to play for the
dancing and everything to make the
affair an enjoyable one is being done
by the committee.
4)
4
Fame"
of
"Temple
Being Prepared.
for the "Temple ol
Preparations
which is
entertainment
the
Fame,"
to be given under the direction of
Mrs. W. G. Haydon at the Duncan opera house on April 12 for the benefit
of the Las Vegas hospital, are progressing rapidly. This entertainment
is something entirely different from
the usual home talent productions
mi ahnniri nrova a real treit Atten
tion is called to character sketcnes
of the historic persons to be imper
sonated in the "Temple of Fame,
which are helng run dally in Tin
to
Optic as these sketches will add
entertatntneut
the
of
the enjoyment
when produced.

-

Charles Behringer entertain
ed the Wednesday Afternoon Five
Hundred club at her home on Douglas
Mrs. Nunn won
avsnue this week.
J. Heineman
Mrs.
the first prize and
was awarded the consolation. This
Five Hundred club was organized
but recently and this meeting was the
third. The members of the club are
Mrs. T. J. Raywood, Mrs. Nunn, Mrs.
James Baker, Mrs. Plew, Mrs. H.
Kettner. Mrs. T. M. Ellwood, Mrs. P.
McDonald, Mrs. B. F. MoGuire, Mrs.
Behringer,
A. Lowe, Mrs. Charles
J.
Mrs. James O'Byrne, and Mrs.
Heineman.

W

been held next Thursday night in
the O. R. C. hall, has been postponed
until Tuesday, April 9. This cnange
in the date wae made owing to the
fact that April 4 is Holy Thursday
and many of the members of the organization would not be In attend
ance at the affair.
Aid Society of the First

The Tidies
Christian church gislve a cafeteria
supper last night in the Coors building on the corner of Sixth street and
7:30 Lincoln avenue.
Good Frldayante-communloThe snipper was
o'clock; morning prayer and sermon, well attended and was a proflt-ab11 o'clock.
Holy Saturday Evening
affair for the church.
(
service at 4:15 o'clock.
Afternoon Bridge
The Thursday
Holy Week also will ba observed at
the Church of the Immaculate Con Whist dub was entertained by Mrs.
ception, of which Rev. Father Rabey Will Rosenthal at her home on Sixth
rolle Is pastor. Mass at the usual street. At this meeting of the club
hours tomorrow, 7:30 and 10 o'clock Mrs. Emma Conn won the first prize.
of the
Blessing and distribution
The regular fortnightly meeting of
palms, with procession at the second
tor
Holy
Thursday the Harmony cluh will be held next
mass. Services
and Good Friday will be announced Thursday afternoon with Mrs. Upton
Hays a her home on Fourth street.
later.
e

Prices-Reasonabl-

OFFICE 506i GRAND AVENUE.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing
Agents

BAIN

WAGONS

WEBER

EMERSON
McCORMICK

t

r

i;v r iii !is i

Full Line of

Mrs. Dan Stern
the
entertained
Tuesday Afternoon Bridge Whist club
at the regular weekly meeting at her
home on Eighth street Mrs. Maurice Danzlger was awarded first hon

r

X

THE PLAZA

-

IMPLEMENTS

SADDLES
SEEDS

HARNESS

ors.

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

MM,

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

J.

M. CUNNINOHAH,

HRAIMK

President

D

T. HOSKINS. Cashier.

SPRIKOER.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00

Mrs.

The regular dance of the Meadow
City Dancing club, which was to have

Optician
My

The Guild of St Paul's Memorial
Episcopal church met Tuesday aftdL
noon with the Misses Daum at their
home on Sixth street The meeting
of the coming week will be held with
Mrs. Gibson at her home on Seventh

street.

AND

My Work is Guaranteed

The Ladies of the G. 1. A. of the
B. of L. E. will give a dance in the
armory on April 25. Tickets for the
bull are selling at $1. Up to date
the ladies have been successful in
the sale and the dance will undoubtedly be well attended.

B

Graduate Oculist

mum

For sixty years American housewives have found Dr. Price's Cream
Baking Powder a guarantee of light,
pure and wholesome food.

f

DR. HOUF

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

President
Vice President
Treasurer

m. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins
VV

Interest PaJd on Deposis
aaaeM
'THE SQUAW MAN'

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
ONE NIGHT ONLY
Wednesday April 5

i

Present the Virile Play

(5

!

Clarence Bennett

& Co.

"The Squaw Man"
By Edward Milton Royle

Unquestionably the Most Fascinating American Play of a Decade.
The Sensation of the Century.
Exactly as Represented. Two Years at Wallack's Theatre, New York

PRICES 501001.50

mm "THE

SQUAW MAN"

mmm

as

LAB

VMM

DAILY OPTIC,

-'
W IL.I
when that body convenes Monday afUJM UO W tt
house
ter a two weeks' recess.
guilty of robbing the Weiller
but that he did not aaaault Thomas.
Politically New York is awaiting'
Ensor said that he waa sick and with much interest the trial of for
would plead guilty to both indict- mer City Chamberlain
Charles H.
ments provided the court would be Hyde, which is scheduled to begin
'
lenient.
Monday.
Hyde was indicted for ai- Frank McCabe admitted when ar leged bribery in connection with the
raigned that he had stolen a saddle financing of the Carnegie Trust
from "Pie" Wilson, a butcher, and pany and the Joseph G. Robin bautts.
that he had also stolen a set of har He 'will be the fourth of a coterie of
MURDERER
OF ALBUQUERQUE ness from the William Farr company, prominent politicians,
bankers ami;
on chnr: (
To those who had pleaded guilty, promoters to be tried
POLICEMAN MAY ASK A
out
of
the
from
of
court.
the
failure
these in
mercy
growing
expecting
CHANGE OF VENUE.
Judge eynolds said that he would stitutions.
A large number of officers, dire--- pass sentence on a future day and in
Albuquerque, N. M., March 30.
the meantime would give due consid- tors and employes of the Nation.il
Provided counsel for the defense does eration to the
Cash Register company of Dayton, 0).. '
request for leniency.
not ask for a change of venue and
have been ordered to appear In the
the defendant does not change his
United States court at Cincinnati
plea of guilty to one of not guilty, the
Tuesday to plead to the indictment:;
case of the state of New Mexico vercharging them with conspiracy to Ob- NCWS FORECAST FOR
sus Theodore Goulet, indicted for the
struct and monopolize the cash
r
THE COMING WEEK.
murder of Policeman Alex Knapp.
business, in violation of the
will go to trial on Monday, April 8.
criminal provisions of the Sherman
The date for the beginning of the
law.
Washington. D. C-- March J. The anti-trutrial has been agreed upon between Wisconsin
The launching of the torpedo-boa- t
primary election Tuesday
District Attorney M. V. Vigil, Assist is
expected to nrotsa tlie leading sur destroyer Henley, which is to take
ant H. B. Jamison, for the state, and
ject for political discussion of the place at the Fore River yards t,n
Judge W. C Heacock, who will be week.
to the
national Wednesday, will be of considerable
Delegates
chief counsel for the defense.
convention of loth parties will be Importance In naval circles because
Following the report or the grand elected in the primaries, under the of the fact that this ship will be the
jury yesterday afternoon. all those new Wisconsin law. The best impar- first of the destroyers to be fitted
prisoners who had been Indicted bj tial judges of the situation in th with both turbine and reciprocating!
the grand Jury and who wero under Itaduer state concede that la Eollette engines.
arrest, were arraigned before Judge wui carr- the majority of the si.it
Other events of the week will inHerbert F. Raynolds and afte- - 'he in delegation, with delegates reported clude the celebration of the Jewish
dictments had been read to them. in many cases to favor Roosevelt for feast of the Passover, the annual conwere asked to plead. Many pleaded second choice The state Is strongly vention of the American Cotton Manguilty to the charges against them, progressive. The Taft men are
ufacturers' Association m Washingdecelared they were not guil-- i tlve. but their hope apparently is not ton, the situation with regards to the
ty, and In cases where they had not to eet a tnutoritv at the delegation coal strike, the anual conference for
retained counsel or did not have fees but to prevent La Kollette from hav- education in the south, at Nashville,
to pay a lawyer, tho court named an ing a unanimous vote from the state. and the observance of the
httorney to defend them. Those
On the democratic side. Wisconsin
anniversary of the battle of
who pleaded guilty In nearly every seems to
present about the same sit- Shiloh and the death of the Concase threw themselves on the mercy uation as
Oregon and Nebraska, all federate leader, Albert Sidney Johnof the court. After Theodore Goutet, being primary election states with ston.
accused of Blaylng Policeman Knapp. three tickets in the field. Harmon
and Sam Lyle, accused of killing Ira is supposed to be stronger in WisconStatement of
Carr, had been arraigned ana glean- sin than in the other two states and.
CONNECTICUT
FIRE INS. CO.
ed, the lesser offenders were taken backed by the solid conservative vote,
of Hartford, January 1, 1912.
up to the bar.
it is thought possible the Ohio gover- Cash
$1,000,000.00
capital
Precillano Muniz pleaded guilty nor may win over Wilson and Clark, Reserve for
4,058,783.74
and Dario Candelario pleaded not who will have to divide the "radical" All
claims.. 341,021.28
outstanding
guilty to larceny. Jose Maria Salazar vote between them.
Net surplus
2,117,286.39
and Julian narela, indicted on a
Democratic primaries will be held
charge of larceny from Santa Fe mer- In Alabama Monday for the selection
Total assets
$7,517,091.41
chandise cars, pleaded not guilty and of delegates to the Baltimore convenattorneys were appointed to defend tion. The voters will express their
ORDINANCE NO. 357.
hem. No true bills had been found preference for president in the priAn Ordinance making Appropriations
by the grand jury in the cases against maries, but the delegates will be
tor the purpose of defraying all oar-remltlvo and Miguel Barela, accused named later in the etate convention.
expenses and liabalities of the.
o' implication in the robbery of the There is not doubt but Alabama will
City of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
'a Fe cars, and they were released give a decided vote for Congressman
for the fiscal year ending on the
r ' m custody.
Oscar D. Underwood, and the dele
thirty-firs- t
day of March, A. D.
be
l'erfecto Luna and Kugenio Baca, gates will
positively instructed for
1913.
a
about IS years old, pleaded the southerner first, last and all the
M
Section I. That there
i
i!ty to stealing a chatelaine purse time. At the same nrim'-- ,
same are hereby appropriated for the
ui Mrs. H. E. Sherman, and also to dates for congress will be named, also
of defraying all current exentering the residence ot Lorenzo minor state officers to be vwed tor purpose
and liabilities of the City of
penses
next
fall.
on
street
Ninth
Hubbell,
and Coppel
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for the fisThe tours of the president!
avenue. The boys asked tho mercy
fspir
r
ants
nev-will
be
watched ,ith interest. cal year ending on the thirty-firs- t
of the court, saying they would
steal anything again or get into Colonel Roosevelt is to e heard in day of March, A. D. 1913, the sums
several cities in the middle west, and accounts hereinafter designated,
any more trouble.
Charles L. Kelly, indicted
on a while Senator La Follette plans to in enumerated and appropriated to be recharge of stealing three hams, four vade New England. The reception of spectively used for the objects and
strips of bacon, three boxes of candy the Wisconsin senator in New Eng- purposes hereinafter set forth and
and other merchandise from Hugh land will afford an opportunity for an designated,
Trotter, a grocer, pleaded guilty to interesting comparison, as both Taft For the payment of interest
on the bonded indebtedhaving the goods in his possession. and Roosevelt recently visited that
ness of said city
$3,000.00
He said he did not know how he hap- - section.
For Ahe .payment of lightChamp Clark has accepted an
pened to have the goods In his pos-1,00040
ing the city
when arrested, but admitted tation to speak at
democratic banfee had them.
quet in Louisville Saturday niprht. For the payment of water
rents
2,500.00
Rosendo Aragon, indicted on a while William J. Bryan and other
the maintenance ana imFor
simwill
concealed
leaders
of
heard
be
a
at
weap party
charge
carrying
provements of the public
ons, said when arraigned that he had ilar gathering in Des Moines.
Also of political Interest will be the
parks and for the mainbeen In jail already for five months
tenance of the Carnesle
and would plead guilty, asking tho local option elections in Illinois and
court to be lenient in passing
public library
I,00000
Michigan, the municipal election in
Milwaukee, where the socialists are For Salaries
$ 900.00
William Ensor, evidently far none fighting for a continuance of power; Clerk
50.00
with tuberculosis, was arraigned on the aldermanic elections In Chicago, Treasurer
100.00
two indictments, one charging that he and the republican district conven- Attorney
ansaulted George H. Thomas, a San- tions in Maine, Missouri, Iowa and City physician . . 300.00
Marshal ,
1,020.00
ta Fe special officer, and that he several other states.
B.
900.00
Some
H.
are
residence
of
decisions
the
Night police
important
burglarized
to be handed down by the su- Merchants' night
Weiller. Ensor walked to the court
'
240.00
police
railing slowly, and after hearing the preme court of the United States,
IDUK.IIHTUIB
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ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
FILED YESTERDAY AT
SANTA FE.

Santa Fe, N. M.. March 30. The
Frisco Oil company of Albuquerque
yesterday filed articles of incorporation with the state corporation commission. The object ot the new concern is the conduct of an oil production and sales business with E. W.
Dobson, statutory agent. The capital
authorized is $460,000 divided into the
same number of shares worth $1 each
at par. The amount of capital stock
subscribed by each of the Incorporators with their addresses
follows:
R. I). Yoakum, 1,000 shares, I'orfales;
J. 8. Eldridge, 1,000 shares, Laguna:
K. W. Dobson. 500 shares.
Columbus State Bank.
The Columbus State Hank of Columbus, Luna county, yesterday filed
papers of Incorporation with the
state corporation commission. The
bank will do a general banking busi-n- e
under the charge of W. C. Hoover, statutory agent. The capital of
the concern Is given as $1,5000 divided into 150 shares worth $100 each at
par. The names of the incorporators,
their postoffice addresses and the
amount of stock subscribed by each
are as follows: S. S. Waterbury, vice
president, Columbus, 20 shares; A. J.
Hoyd, Columbia, 5 ,'shares; P. Ki.
Hoover, secretary and treasurer, CoW. C. Hoover,
lumbus, 20 shares;
president, Columbus, 80 shares; I.
L. Hoover, Columbus, 15 shares.
Stephen Canavan Decision.
In re Stephen Canavan, habeas cor
pus. Opinion by Frank W. Parker, associate; justice. This case having been
argued by counsel, submitted to and
taken from advisement, the court announces its opinion discharging the
writ of habeas corpus.
The petitioner, Stephen Canavan,
represented that his confinement by
a warrant issued upon the filing of
a petition in a suit lately pending in
the county of McKlnley and entitled
Kate Canavan, plaintiff, vs. Stephen
was illegal.
Canavan, defenedant,
This case was a divorce proceeding in
which the plaintiff was granted a
aiiiuuuy or ;2u,vw ana
counsel's fees. The defendant
alleged that the imprisonment for
failure to pay the judgment was a
violation of the federal constitution
which provides agains: infinement
for debt.
Mr. Canavan was arrested on a warrant charging contempt for the violation of an order of court restraining
him from disposing of certain property held to be personal and charged
with contempt.
Following the plaintiff's motion for
judgment on the petition for attachment for contempt the petitioner
brought the habeas corpus action
which the supreme court dismissed in
sustaining the judgment of the lower
court.
in regard to habeas corpus action
the supreme court gave the following
opinion: "The writ of habeas corpus
is not designed to take the place ot
writ of error, or an appeal. It Is only
when the lower court has exceeded its
jurisdiction that the writ is available.
No matter how irregular, or even erroneous the judgment may be. It cannot be reviewed on habeas corpus."
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COLUMN

RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-

DINNER

HORT ORDERS AND RERULAR

BEST GOODS

THE

CAU

RESTAURANT AND

LOBBY

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

AND BUSINESS' DIRECTORY

SOCIETY

, A. F. A KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, OOUNCIl,
NO. 804. - Meeu second and font
Regular communication first and
Thursday In O. R-- C. haB. Piooeas
Visiting members are oar
third Thursday in aaeh
building.
W. R Tipton, G. K--i
invited.
month. Visiting brothdlally
B. P. Meckel, F. S.
ers cordially invited
N. O. Herman, W. M--; B. R. Murray.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Secretary.
Meet in Che forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the Worts
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
halt on the second and fourth FriKNIGHTS TEMPLAR
day of each month a', s p. m. C. Claj
conclave Seconal Tnae-jSaWalt
G. Laemmle, Clerk.
Consul;
day In each month at Mawe)
are
especially
lng
neighbors
D.
C.
sonic Temple at 7:80 p. m.
come and cordially Invited.
Chaa. Tamme, Re
8.
CHAPMAN

LODGE
A.

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy leas
space than two
lines. All
advertls:menti charged
will be booked at apace
actually ae, Boucher,
without regard to number of words. corder.
Cash in advance preferred.

NO.

M.

.

.

C;

Meets first and third Tues
day evenings each month, at Wood
man hall. Visiting Brothers cor
dlally invited to attend. A. M
Adler, President; E. C Ward, Sec
retary.

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
ARCH
M80NS Regular convoca-tlofirst Monday in each

n

HB

month at Masonic Tern
pie, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
Williams. H. P.: F. O.
BJood, Secretary.

Tlyl

DENTISTS.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND

OPTIC'S NUMBER.

MAIN 2.

Wanted

Dentist
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Suit
Crockett
4,
Building. Haa pli
in
S. Meets first and third Fridays
at office and residence.
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
ATTORNEYS
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Grand avenue.
HUNKER A HUNKER

WANTED Position as second girl,
will cook or do general housework.
Address X., Optic.
EL

NO
LODGE
DORADO
PYTHIAS
Meets
KNIGHTS
OF
every Monday evening in Caetle Hal).
Visiting Knights are

MEN for motormen and conductors;

city and Interurban; experience not
necessary; positions now open; no
strike. Railway Bureau, E. St.
Louis,

First class seamstress,
inquire 902 Third street.

For Rant
1108

RENT

Chester A. Hunkn
Hunker
Attorneys at Law.
1

New Mex

Las Vegas,

SPHYSICIANS

invited.
H. W. HOUF, D. 0., M. D.
E. Liebach-nler- ,
Physician and Surgeon
Cha
treat all kinds of diseases, b
Commander.
Harry make a specialty of eye, ear, nose m
Martin, Keeper of hroat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Resident
Vegas 342.
Office: 506
Grand Avenue.
FRATERNAL
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
1:05
Sixth Street
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
cordially

Chas.

111.

WANTED

VOR

Geo. H.
1

Three furnished rooms.
avenue.

Douglas

ncellor

Ml USD

LOCAL
8 o'clock
Visiting members are
FURNISHED rooms for rent; modern
E.
welcome.
E.
cordially
Gehring,
conveniences. Peter Murphy's, 910 president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
EA8l
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Fourth street
Arrive
2.
4.

No.

FOR RENT 3 rooms for
housekeep
ing, bath and toilet. Call at Optic

di-...-

$1,-50- 0

r'OR
SALE Thoroughbred
Rose
Comb Brown Leghorn and Rose
Comb Rhode
Island Red setting
eggs, $1.50 for 15. Telephone Vegas
208.

FOR SALE

Five head work horses,
yearling colt. H. W. Bradrick,
general delivery.
1

FOR

SALE Modern house, best lo
cation in city. Inquire of owner
1015 Eighth street

FOR SALE 1000 acres land situated
two miles south of El Porvenir, N.
M.
All enclosed bv a four wIm
fence. Three springs affording a
good supply of water. Good crops
raised every year regardless of rain,
sufficient for the maintenance of
three families. Its actual value, $10
per acre, but will sell for $6.00 per
acre if taken at once.
Address,
Margarlte Romero, Las Vegas, or
El Porvenir, N. M,

FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
A Cola La Grippe. Then Pneumonia
filled til) July 1. Mrs. M. E. StevIs too oftei, the fatal sequence, and
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
roughs thai hang on weaken the sysG00.00
Jailor
tem and lower the vital resistance.
420.00
JJrlver
'
4,530.00
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is a
reliable medicine that stops the cough
For miscellaneous and conpromptly by healing the cause; SALESMEN making small towns,
tingent expenses
2,500.00
icothes the Inflamed air passages,
A grand total for all purjust what you want for pocket sideand checks the cold. Keep always on
line. "Something new, snappy and
U
O.
poses . . . .
Refuse substitutes.
15,530.00 hand.
Section 2. This ordinance shall take schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co
catchy." Quick shipments prompt
commissions. State territory coveffect and be in full force from and
The "Child's Welfare" movement
ered. Write for order book today.
after its passage and publication as has challenged the attention of
Royal Jewelry Co., 210 Sigel St.,
required by law.
'houghtful people everywhere. MothEnacted this 13th day of March, ers are natural supporters, and will
Chicago.
ind In Foley's Honey and Tar
A. D. 1911.
a most valuable aid. Coughs
Approved
md colds that unchecked lead to
K. D. GOODSELL, Mayor.
:roup, bronchitis and pneumonia yield
Attest.
niickly to the healing and soothing LOST
Hitching strap. Return to
lualities of Foley's Honey and Tar
CHAS. TAMME, Clerk.
O. G. Schaefer and Red
Optic or Judge Long's office. ReCompound.
Cross Drug Co.
ward.
Children are much more likely to
L
son tract the contagious diseases when
man not by what he
You judge
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
they have colds. Whooping cough, promises to- do, but by what he has
CONCERN
diphtheria, scarlet fever and consump- done. That Is the only true test.
tion are diseases that are often con- Chamberlain's Cough Remedy judged
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
tracted when the child has a cold. V this standard has no superior. Peo
concern that we the undersigned
That is why all medical authorities ile everwhere speak of It in the high may
were
appointed on the 23rd day of
say beware of colds. For the quick st terms of praise. For sale by all
March, A. D. 1912, administrators of
cure of colds you will find nothing bet ruggists
ter than Chamberlain's Cough Remthe estate of Frederick Harris Pierce,
R. G. Collins, postmaster, Barnegat,
edy. It can always be depended nodeceased, and all persons having
on and is pleasant and safe to take N. J., was troubled with a severe la
claims against the estate of said Fredgrippe cough. He says: "I would
be completely exhausted after each erick Harris Pierce, deceased, will
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
fit of violent coughing. I bought a present tho same within the time preTake LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine bottle of Foley'B Honey and Tar Com scribed by law.
Tablets. Druggists refund money If pound and before I had taken It all
J. M. CUNNINGHAM,
the coughing spells had entirely ceasIt fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S si
S. B. DAVIS, JR.
O.
beat.'
Q. Schae
ed. It can't be
nature Is on eaoc box. 25c.
Administrators.
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.

J.

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, No.
O. of B B. Meets
every first No. 8
TuaSdav o' fh moo'h In th.c raalfy fVo. 10.

9: 10

. . .

...11:06

F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
I. Meets every Monday evening at
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visiting brethren cordially invited to at
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,

i

Bepen.

m

Vi-

i Y
-

.. 1:46

16 P.
11:10 p. at
1:25 a. Sk
:

-

i:16 a. m...7.

I.

rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Isaac Appel. No.
oord?:.Uy Invited
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec- No.
No.
retary.
No

Jo'ON--

p.m......

2:10 p.

WEST. BOUND
1:20
6:10
4:40
6:35

1

3
7
9

p m.
a. m

1:46 p.
6:16 p. n

p:
pJ m.

7:00 p.

I. O. O.

Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer,
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

C. V.

B,, P. O. ELKS

Meets

second

fourth Tuesday evening of
month at O. R. C. hall.
visttv
brothers are cordially invited
Hunker, Exalted Ruler n '
Condon, Secretary.

How Cold Causes Kidney Disease
Partly by drlviilg blood from the
surface and congesting the kidneys,
and partly by throwing too much work
them. Foley Kidney Pills
upon
strengthen the kidneys, give tone to
the urinary organs and restore the
normal action of the bladder. They
are tonic In action, quick in results
try them. O. G. Sehaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

You can say goodbye to constipation with a clear conscience If you
use
Chamberlain's Tablets. Many
have been permanently cured by their
use. For sale by all druggists.

Crystal Ice

o

Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

ffiisce laneous

LOOK AND READ!
I

have removed from

603

East Lincoln to

522 Sixth Street and will be pleased to meet
new as well as old customers.
I am showing all the latest, newest and nobbiest patterns for the spring season. I guarantee you satisfaction in fit and workman-

Trimmings of the best New York
ship.
styles all the time.

CHAS. LEWIS, Tailor

Um.

or Mora,

las

Delivery

to MM
ImI DsHwtry
toe EMh Deltvsry
to
fta.te
Ibe, Each D livery
Than M Ibe Each Deliver
n

ft,

im

AG U

A

ate per

It la.

HtMrHllk
NttirlNlte

40a per 1M Iba.
Me par 10 lbs.

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

Office

701

Douglas Avenue.

COLONIST RATES
TO

Com-oun-

ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA. MEXICO

Last

-

RETAIL PRICES

.

arvd the

NORTHWEST.

Sale March 1st. to April 15th.

On

LOS ANGELES,

PHOENIX,

SAN DIEGO, SAN FRANCISCO

AND INTERMEDIATES.

$25.00

LIBERAL STOP OVER
PRIVILEGE.

For FurtherInforrriation Call on or Write
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Fifteen

AMERICAS GREATEST FIFTEEN DOLLAR SUIT

The Story Of Frankel Fifteen
Its duties and their performance
FRANKEL

FIFTEEN, America's greatest $15.00
we are Sole Agents here, is built to

meet the demand of that great majority of men who
wear clothes around this price and higher.
It presents at $15.00 a suit which expresses the ideals of
higher priced clothes.
t

FASHIONS-Fif-

Avenue, New

th

York-creat-

ed.

all wool and thoroughly

FABRICS-Absolut- ely

shrunk.
WORKMANSHIP-Hand-tailor-

throughout.

ed

to give satisfactory wear,

SERVICEr-Warrante- d

or a new garment free.

We have scoured the clothing markets,

in the effort to find

the best to offer at a price which hits most men. Our
final decision lies with FRANKEL FIFTEEN America's
Greatest $15.00 Suit. )
well
Through FRANKEL FIFTEEN every man can be
dressed without the customary strain on his wallet.
FRANKEL BROTHERS, the makers of

America's Greatest $15.00 Suit have made
a SCIENCE of the production of popular
model plant
priced clothes. If you were to see their
York
of
New
you would imright in the heart
mediately realize one of the big factors in its productionthe cheerfulness of their workers,
reflecting the cheerfulness of their surroundings.

Modern progress, calls for scientific efficiency in all departments
of manufacture, and FRANKEL BROTHERS have
succeeded

in

reducing

FRANKEL FIFTEEN

costs in every division so that
is exceptional value at its price.

$15.00
Our variety of these remarkable clothes

is large.

tastes of grandfather, father and son are catered to in their
numerous models.

The

If only for inspection, call at our store and we will cheerfully

FRANKEL FIFTEEN
standard for $15.00.

exhibit to you

the suit that set the

THE GUARANTEE
I

PLAZA

Every FRANKEL FIFTEEN Suit or Overcoat
carries the Guarantee of its makers that a new
one will be given Free of Charge in exchange
for any that disappoints its purchaser in
service or value.

E. ROSEN WALD & SON
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SPECIAL ABOUT THIS JUST 1

MARCH

T

800 PAIRS

members of Chapman Lodge NQ
2
a. F. ft A. M., are requested to b
TA the lodge room Sunday at 2 p. m.
to attend the funeral of Brother J. J.
Curran. Visiting brethren lnvitei.
By order of N. O. Herman, W. M.

American Lady $3.00, $3.50 and $4.00
Oxfords, Pumps and Sandals, A, B.
and C widths, all sizes and styles, all
go at one-hal- f
price for two weeks
only.

Yesterday afternoon at a meeting
of the republican city central com
mittee it was decided to place the
name of J. B. Floyd on the ticket as
a candidate for city clerk In the
place of Charles Tamme. Mr. Floyd
is a man of Judgment and experience
and if elected will ful fill the duties
of his office with satisfaction.

White Kitchen. Get your dinner at
the White Kitchen. The clean place.
Meals 25 cents. Open day and night
Short order cafe.

A11

48-L- B

48-L-

fi

SACK HIGH PATENT

-

FLOUR

$1.50

SACK GOOD 2ND. GRADE FLOUR

'

0-LB

PURE LARD FOR

10-L- B

COMPOUND LARD FOR

And every

1.20
-

90

thing else in proportion

DOES IT PAY TO TKADE

Strictly

AT A

Csh Store?

(IT CERTAINLY DOES)

Try it and be Convinced

IKE DAVIS
The Cash Grocer

TURKEYS
FOR EASTER
HOHE GROWN
LET US HAVE YOUR ORDER
EARLY

J.

H. STEARNS
GROCER

ROMERO

SO, 1912.

at Rosenthal

Finch's Golden Wedllng Rye, aged
In the wood.
Direct lrom distillery
to you. At the Lobby, bf coarse.

old Tay)or bourbon

at the Op

SATURDAY,

Regular dance toot
hall.

LOCAL NEWS
Try a dmr

OUR REGULAR PRICE.

bTlC

MERC.

CO

HOODOOS.

George Gilbert Bancroft, the psychic researcher.is considered one ot
the pioneers in this country in the
scientific accumulation of valuable
data pertaining to various mluii mys
teries and superstitions
thai have
puzzled and baffled the minds of men
In all epochs of the world s history,
and for more than 20 years his life
has been spent in a careful and rigid
investigation in all parts of the world
of a great variety f phenomena, presumed to be of supernatural origin,
and in his great masterpiece entitled
"Hoodoos," which he will shortly
present to this city, he will explain,
in his very pleasing and inimitable
way, a great variety of phenomena,
dealing many humorous yet telling
blows to the proverbial black cat, the
moon over the left shoulder, the rabbit foot, room number 13, to start
work or travel on Friday, sounds,
voices, omens and amulets, etc., etc.;
in fact, a startling novelty in the
realm of platform entertainment not
to be missed by the most learned and
cultured. Dr. Bancroft is considered
by most competent judges to be one
of the cleverest nd most versatile
lyceum attractions In the country today, and to miss seeing and hearing
him in this, his masterpiece, will be
a genuine misfortune, as he has been
secured for this appearance at con
slderable time and expense by the
Las Vegas Elks for the evenings ol
April 11 and 12 at the Duncan opera
house. A word to the wise is

There will be special service at the
Baptist church Sunday morning, for
the ordination of deacons. Those to
be ordained are: W. E. Niece, F. J
Wesner, C- - H. Butcher and H. C
B. Rosenwald ft Son display in this
Young.
evening's edition ol The Optic the
largest number of inches of advertis
Regular dance at Armory tonight
ing ever published in this paper by
any firm in any one Issue. The Ros- ADDITIONAL PER80NAL8.
enwalds have two page advertise
Mrs. W. R. Tipton expects to leave
ments and a smaller display, making, this evening on a short trip to Caliin all, S94 Inches. The advertisements fornia.
are full of Easter and spring susges-tlon- s
Fidel Ortiz came in last night from
and are worth the attention of Santa Fe where he had been several
The Optic's readers. It, M. Lyop, ad- days on business.
vertising manager of the firm, b
Harry W. Kelly returned this af
Heves in the liberal use of printer's ternoon from a short business trip
ink whenever he has something good to Santa Fe and Albuquerque.
to offer the people of Las Vegas,
State Senator Louis C. Ilfeld came
in last night from Santa Fe, and will
which, by the way, Is all the time.
be In Las Vegas several days.
The Mutual Biulding and Loan asAttorney Charles A. Spiess returnTHE TEMPLE OF FAME
sociation is having the annual state- ed last night from Santa Fe where
ments printed and they will soon be he had been several days on business.
Wo have ben slow in referring to
Henry Springer, after spending sev- the goddess who holds the mysterious
ready for circulation among the
stockholders of the company. On this eral days in Las Vegas visiting his rites on the altar of Fame. Honor
statement John Ross, E. D. Raynolds parents, left this afternoon for the and fame from no condition rise.
and M. R. Williams appear as the Springer ranch near Cimarron.
Certainly not. That is why there Is
Rev. J. W. Rose, formerly pastor such a confusion in the term "greatthree directors elected at the annual
stockholders' meeting whose terms of the First Christian church of this ness." But as every gaudy object
expire in 1915. The officers of the city, now a worker in the state Bible will bedeck this goddess and every
association are the sarnie as last year: asoolatlon, left this afternoon for his odor, incense and perfume are now
John Ross, president, C. D. Boucher headquarters in Clovis.
mixing for the occasion, we must beg
Mrs. J. M. Amsden, who has been the indulgence of our readers before
vice president; John Shlank, secretary; W. E. Gortner, treasurer, and nl Las Vegas on an extended visit she visits the pale glimpses of the
with her sdster, Mrs. C. S. Losey, left moon and appears in cold print.
Jones and Rogers solicitors.
last night for her home In AshtaDiana of the Ephesians who led
the chase, will be outsrlpped by Miss
The week beginning today and bula, O.
"Great
Lucy Clements of ifehis city.
ending next Sunday will be the anis Diana of the Ephesians" (Acts 19)
nual spring vacation for the students
of the New Mexico Normal Univer- CORONER'S JURY GETS wan the rallying cry of the silversmiths who broke up Paul's camp
sity. This week of vacation comes
at a time in the year when it la esmeeting, q. v. verses 23, et sequltur.
AFTER THE GOVERNOR
Pocahontas descended from Powpecially enjoyable to both the stuhatan in 1535. John Smith was saved
dents and teachers. For the former
to the story books by her heroism.
It will be a week of sport and for the
SAY8 ALDRICH
"INTERFERED" But John Rolfe married her in 1613.
latfer, rest, In preparation for
IN 8ENDINQ A LETTER TO
She was baptised under the name of
last eight weeks of hard work Many
OFFICIALS.
which being translated,
left
have
of the girls of the Normal
Rebecca,,
means Miss Marie Olney. The Ranor will leave for
wife itVaarts
Springfield, Neb., March 30 The dolphs of Virginia also claim kiin to
in other citis and the boys are
of the coroner's jury in the Pocahontas.
members
baseor
duck
ranting trips,
planning
Mrs. Partington and Ike were a
ball and other outdoor sports. For Blunt inquest today, in a signed
term
what
resented
statement
Northey
corporoslty which lived durin; and
the more studlpus pupils of the
mal this week will afford an opporun-ti- the "interference" of Governor Aid-ric- after the civil war. When General
in a letter written yesterday to George B. McClellan issued a proclafor extra "boning," and for those
"stormed
Coroner
a
in
ltltle
Armstrong which they de- mation, Mrs. Partington
studies
cramming
shaky
can be done. However, it is not ex- clare was "evidently Written with a the rebels with grapes and candles,"
pected that much time will be spent view to influencing the jury." The and, soon after, she (and Ike) "skedaddled all over the state of Virginia."
doing either as spring is here and statement follows:
"TO THE PUBLIC:
the call Is strong.
Large barrel hoops (or crinoline)
"The members Qf the coroner's were the feminine rage at that pejury which heard and delivered a riod; and both armies were nearly
verdict on the evidence presented at captured by Mrs. Partington's outfit.
the inquest held over the body ot After the war the Grecian Bend was
on
Roy Blunt, the young man whose mis- the mode of elegance. Ike rode
on
panthe
held
and
bustle
by
the
to
of
was
a
fortune it
become victim
the tragedy enacted near this village nier, observing everytfching in the
March 18, when he lost his life as rear. The two started the spelling
the result of wanton and indiscrimi- reform writing tho without the ugh.
you will do well to send your
nate shooting by officers of the law, This has been ascribed to Professor
family washing to us. Conwho sought to obtain their object re- March, but he has disclaimed the ir
sider these reasons:
which Ike started
gardless of the fact that they knew rigation schemes
First. We launder your
of the in
Partington
'under
Secretary
an innocent life was in jeopardy, wish
clothes in clean, sanitary surwill presNed
Mrs.
Raynolds
terlor.
to resent the interference of the gov
roundings.
marvelwith
couple
Second. We lannder them
ernor of Nebraska, in sending a let- ent the famous
ous
fidelity.
ter to THE OORONBR AND CITI
by a process that is scientific
ZENS OF SPRINGFIELD Indicating
cally perfect. It really disinfects as well as cleanses
their Inability to take, and lack of
your clothes.
Intelligence in handling a matter of
Third. You know when
this serious character.
The Last Week ol
y

Jefferson Raynolds President
Hal.'ett Raynolds Cashier
E. D. Raynolds Vice President
H.; Erie Hoke' Asst Cashier
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

CAPiTAL,f$100,000

Surplus, and Undivided' Psofits

$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits

Try
No Experiment-t- he

Laundry

Years of Study) and Experience is
embodied

in Chase

&

u.

Las Vegas Steam

result, of Forty

Phone Main

Sanborn's

81

617

Douglas

Everybody reads The Optic.

GRAAF & HAYWARD

Special Sale
--

TOO LATE TO CLA88IFY

FOR RENT Desirable front bedroom
with all modern
conveniences,
housekeeping privileges if desired
Call 1022 Third street

ON

BROOMS

FOR SALE Good gentle mare, suitable for farm work. Four years
old; weight 1,100. Wm. Prager,
Montezuma, hotel, Hot Springs.

Famous LEE BROS. Brooms
Fynelyte
Daisy Lee 75c
65c
Exceio
0

j

Oar New Spring Clothing has arrived.
If you wish to know

Your Easter Order Should
be Given now For
Easter Lilies
Dallas
Tulips

Narcissus
Hyacinths
Cyclamen

Fresh Seeds All Kinds Just In

ideas in style, fabric and
color Sec the finest examples of American tailoring as evidenced in
serviceable, ready to
wear garments Gome in
and see our new Spring
We price them
Models.
from $12 to $25 and
every Suit is backed by
us as well as by the manufacturers.
The label
of Hart Schaffuer & Marx
is sufficient

in itself to

guarantee
Copyright Hart Schsffher & Man

WE INVITE

YOU TO CALL

M. GREENBERGER

on Between
the Sun and Electric
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best of it Because it
Works Both Day and Night.

Splrees

Now
Now

No. 25

t'35c

Now

50o

45c
35o
30c

2Bc

BOUCHER'S
rto

Vn--I2t

Big Fight u,

THE

Hectic Sign

Put up an

Mr.

Merchant you can then talk to
the People in the Evening.
Get

our Electric Advertising

Proposition.

Las Vejjas Light & Power Co.

Call On Us For Your

Spring Utilities
infl

We Can Supply Your

Wants

GARDEN HOSE, NOZZLES

SPRINKLERS, E

c

GARDEN TOOLS
FORKS, RAKES, HOES. Etc. AT LOWEST PRICES

J. C Johnsen

& Son

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
fl.OO

several carloads ot this beautiful dinner-warand par
manufacturer to rive as an exclusive design
large a purchase enabled tbe
and
very low price, we are charging part of the cost to "advertising
a
to
of
the
actual
coat
ask
and
of the
yon
pay percentage
expense."la of aonly
beautiful "Cosmos" design and cannot be duplicated Is
set. It
quality for leaa than IM in any retail china store. It la guaranteed by both
ana ourselves.
toe manuiaoturer
in every sack of LARABEE'S Flour. Send us five
There is a
Ml In cash, draft. DOS tat or exoreas monev order, aad we will
.nnona and S3 coupon
send you one of theae beautiful seta by freight. Address coupons and remittance to The China Department ot the Larabee Flour Mills Company,
MUtcniDsou, Kansas, ne sure iu wnw juur uuuic sou suitress msix.
The coupons In LARABEB'B Flour are alao good for Rogers' Silverware
and other valuable premiums. Ask for descriptive circular.
We purchased

EMPRESS,
N-MILLS

FOR
SALE
BY

you know, is

that

"Mighty-Good-

"

GERMA-

Flour that makes Baking a Delight

GROCERS

Try a Sack You'll Like it.

ALASKA CONVENTION.

Begonias

PERRX ONION & SON

No. 7
No. 6

75o
S5c

AT..-

PRIMROSES
507 Sixth Street

Now
Now
Now

55c
45c
40c

Thrifty

Roses
Carnations
Sweet Peas
Daisies

Now

aaaawBt

yfnii

th e seasons approved

RMQULAft RETAIL VALUK.

We offer you bargains on the

Seal Brand Coffee you can (jet it only
at THE

Suit tor Easter?

From a Strictly
Sanitary Point

your garments are sent to us
they are not being worn by
anyone.
Our service is
Fourth.
prompt and regular. Weather,
sickness, holidays none of
these affe it.
Fifth. It costs you little
morel

7

Do You Want a

Washington, D. C, March 30. The
farthest north republican convention
meets today at Cordova, Alaska
where the territorial convention assembles to select delegates to the national convention at Chicago. In order to attend the Cordova gathering

some of the delegates are obliged
distances of a thousand miles
or more by dog sleds over deep
snow. The Taft campaign managers
have received word from Governor
Clark Indicating tbit the president
may count upon the; vote of the Alaska delegates in hi contest for rv
nomination.
l

